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Introduction

Downtowns prosper for scores of reasons. Some are external and beyond local control, but many others are well within the powers of municipalities to shape and leverage strategically, serving the long-range health, safety and welfare of the community.

The origins of Fayetteville illustrate the power and importance of such strategies. Once largely a place that provided access to the navigable waters of the Cape Fear River, the community grew through the vision and actions of town leaders. Over time, downtown Fayetteville evolved from a center of commerce and merchant housing to what it is today. Times have changed downtown, and the investments the community has made in it over the past 20 years have restored it to a place of interest, beauty and activity.

This downtown planning project updates the 2002 Renaissance Plan, a document setting out priorities to stimulate reinvestment and the reshaping of downtown Fayetteville. That plan, in turn, was prepared in response to the earlier “Fayetteville: Once and for All” plan, a visionary exploration into the development and design potential of downtown.

Figure E.01 – The 2002 Renaissance Plan produced a vision for downtown that emphasized plentiful, lush green space, celebration of natural resources and continued investment in the historic core. Many of these concepts continue into this update. (Image source: City of Fayetteville, NC)

Now more than ten years old, many of the recommendations in the Renaissance Plan have either been implemented or have become less relevant. Downtown is developing a life and character of its own, and events shaping opportunities downtown are different today than they were in 2002. It is time to update the Renaissance Plan, building on those components that still make sense and suggesting new priorities and new directions to respect today’s environment.

The plan emerging from this process lays out steps for the community to take, led by the City perhaps, but reliant on partnerships with individuals and organizations. Though the City has done well for the last decade

Executive Summary
leading by its own investment, it is time to build and nurture collaborative relationships to ensure reinvestment in downtown is sustainable and serves as broad a set of interests as possible. This is a necessary step to ensure downtown has a dynamic and prosperous future.

Topics

The 2002 Renaissance Plan divided its recommendations into several categories, each based on public participation and the most relevant priorities of the community. Continued in this plan update, these are:

- Central Arts – Underscoring the public desire for an increased arts presence downtown, the Renaissance Plan proposed a performing arts center and other arts-related facilities and activities downtown.
- Gateways – Creating a district identity for downtown was important in 2002, establishing a ring of gateway monuments alerting travelers of their entry to downtown. The monuments were divided into different categories, based on their location and the audiences they were likely to serve.
- Cape Fear River – The 2002 plan identified the river as an underused asset, promising increased opportunities for public access, historic ties and new development.
- Neighborhood Districts – Then and now, the downtown planning area is vast, encompassing more than 3,000 acres. The 2002 plan recognized that “downtown” is much larger than the historic center, and it placed emphasis on improving neighborhood character around the core to help support the overall prosperity of downtown.
- Parks/Community Centers – Improving quality of life through increased access to recreation and community activity also underscored the recommendations of the 2002 plan.

A crucial component in this plan is its implementation. And implementation means more than just building things. The success of Downtown, particularly as determined in this process, relies on relationships, policy adjustments and partners in investment. Implementation will rely on more than the City of Fayetteville making unilateral decisions – it will rely on collective decisions, achieving mutual objectives, collaboration, and taking advantage of opportunities as they appear.

Figure E.02 – Thirty-two hours of stakeholder interviews kicked off the process, with four full days of meetings and a comprehensive field tour with staff. Findings from those meetings shaped early strategic alternatives for public consideration. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)
Planning Area

At more than 3,000 acres, the planning area extends for slightly more than a mile in every direction from the Market House. It reaches northward to Fayetteville State University, eastward to the Cape Fear River and is bounded on the west and south by the Martin Luther King Jr. Freeway. The downtown core is only a small part of the entire planning area, though it represents the historic heart and commercial focus of central Fayetteville.

Public Participation Program

From the outset, Fayetteville committed to consult and involve the community, asking them to lead development and formation of the plan. Outreach efforts were extensive, and included a week-long “storefront studio” and multiple public workshops. Major portions of that effort included:

“Vision: Relevance & Preferences Workshop” (December 5, 2012)
Kicking off the storefront studio week, this workshop asked participants to review the City-adopted visions and policies, ensuring their relevance and applicability to the future of downtown. Participants also rated the various policy directives, estimating the importance of each to this planning process.

“Scenarios & Strategies Workshop” (December 5, 2012)
This workshop presented three alternative spatial strategies for downtown Fayetteville: “Destination Downtown,” “Hometown Downtown” and “Diversity Downtown.” Each strategy implied different sets of priorities, along with different land use, transportation, community design and economic development directions. Participants generally agreed that “Hometown Downtown” was the preferred concept, and they added specific recommendations in how the concept could be refined.

“Programs and Projects Workshop” (December 6, 2012)
Based on results from the previous two workshops, participants identified specific implementing programs and projects to advance the preferred spatial strategy. They rated each of the implementation items in terms of their relative urgency and relative importance, helping to create a prioritized list of implementation actions.

“Spacial Initiatives Workshop” 
(December 6, 2012)
After considering specific implementation actions, participants turned to the project area

Figure E.03 – The storefront studio during the first week of December featured four days of public engagement and multiple workshops. Participants refined spatial strategies into a single preferred direction. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)
map, examining the new fourth alternative: “Dynamic Downtown.” Alternative four built on the Hometown Downtown theme, adjusted to reflect direction and suggestions from the second workshop. Participants reviewed Dynamic Downtown to confirm that its strategies were consistent with the process’ recommendations to this point, and that it reflected their assessment of priority actions.

“Planning Framework Workshop” (February 18, 2013)
This workshop presented a more refined spatial framework, asking participants to allocate resources to and to assign phases for a representative selection of the plan recommendations. In an exercise set on the floor, participants were asked to consider specific program and project recommendations and place poker chips to represent both financial commitment and preferred timing. Results from this workshop informed the ordering and shape of the recommended implementation actions in the plan.

Planning Commission Workshop (February 19, 2013)
The Fayetteville Planning Commission considered the results from the February 18 public workshop, interpreting the apparent priorities of the community, and adding their own thoughts into the process.

Planning Commission Public Hearing (March 19, 2013)
The Fayetteville Planning Commission opened its public hearing on the Renaissance Plan Update and reviewed the proposed implementation recommendations for the plan. The public hearing was continued to April 25 to permit public review of the draft plan incorporating Planning Commission direction on the implementation chapter.

Planning Commission Public Hearing (April 25, 2013)
The Planning Commission concluded its public hearing, suggesting minor changes to the document and forwarding its recommendation for approval to the City Council.
City Council Work Session (May 6, 2013)

The draft plan and Planning Commission recommendations were presented to the City Council at one of its monthly workshops, allowing the Council to review the process, plan recommendations and any public comments related to the development of the plan. City Council recommendations and direction will help finalize the plan and ready it for its proposal for adoption on May 28.

City Council Public Hearing (May 28, 2013)

The Fayetteville City Council conducted its public hearing on the Renaissance Plan Update. After hearing testimony, asking questions of the public, staff and consultant, and deliberating on the plan and its recommendations, the Council approved the plan by a vote of XX to XX.

Strategic concepts

This plan update revolves around five basic strategic concepts, derived through public input and guidance:

- **“Fayetteville Crescent”** – This spatial concept emphasizes the essential connection between Fayetteville State University, the central core and the historic Campbellton settlement on the Cape Fear River. Participants in the final community workshop underscored this important relationship and commented on the significance of its scale and importance to the success of downtown. Linking the university, the central core and the river has the potential to unite downtown in a way that is unique to Fayetteville, stimulating reinvestment along some of the most important corridors in downtown, attracting new residents into the planning area and providing a multi-faceted range of opportunities for downtown residents, business owners and visitors. There may be future branding opportunities in marketing the “Fayetteville Crescent,” establishing an identity and an investment pattern that support high quality, high intensity and high value uses for this swath of downtown. Strengthening the integrity and appeal of this crescent is the highest priority of this plan.

- **Housing** – This concept provides for variety and intensity in housing development to sustain retail in the core, and provides institutional fabric / support for development of distinct and unique neighborhood identities for residential districts within the planning area. Population
Figure E.06 – Heavily focused on implementation, this plan presents several key projects and initiatives in a series of four steps, or phases. Each project or initiative is keyed to the overall spatial strategy map, as above for Step One. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)
in downtown has to increase if
downtown is to succeed. This plan
is based on a future downtown
population of 10,000 residents, more
than twice the number of those who
live downtown now. More residents
in more varied housing types will
mean more people walking and riding
bikes on the streets, more shoppers
in downtown retail storefronts, more
lively use of City parks and trails,
the rehabilitation and reuse of older,
derelict buildings, increased levels
of property maintenance and an
increased property tax base. New
residents are to be housed within
the Fayetteville Crescent (in the
downtown core, along Russell and
Person streets and in Campbellton), in
emerging neighborhood centers (the
Old Wilmington Road neighborhood
and the Orange Street School
neighborhood) and in the incremental
evolution of the industrial district in
southwest downtown into a district of
mixed lofts and industrial uses.

- **Safety** – This concept continues
  City efforts to increase safety,
  perceptions of safety and safety
  in movement – whether by car, on
  foot, by bus or by bike. Generating
  new investment in downtown will
  rely on how safe downtown is
  perceived to be. Investors need to
  minimize risk, and a safe downtown
  environment will help assure them
  that their investments are sound
  and the environment is a stable
  one. Fayetteville has taken steps
to increase safety downtown, and
investment patterns reflect where the
efforts of the City have made their
greatest impact. As development
is sought to extend along the
Fayetteville Crescent and work its
way into nearby neighborhoods, the
City must lead with its efforts to
ensure safety and demonstrate it.

- **Fayetteville State University** – This
  concept supports developing and
  enhancing relationships with this
  major downtown institution to
  enrich the economic, cultural and
  educational dimensions of downtown.
  Having a four-year university within
  walking distance of the core of
  the city is a tremendous asset.
  Participants in this process have
  identified multiple opportunities
  that this presents, ranging from
  cooperative parking downtown for
  university events to direct university
  involvement in downtown arts and
  culture programming. Fayetteville
  State University anchors the
  northern end of the Fayetteville
  Crescent, and its presence downtown
  shapes and influences the future

Figure E.07 – Stream corridors, the Cape Fear River
and other natural elements will feature largely in the
future of Downtown Fayetteville. The success of the
Linear Park along Cross Creek helps illustrate why.
(Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)
downtown will experience. Enhancing Murchison Road connections are a critical early step in this strategy, encouraging increased auto, pedestrian, bike and transit travel to and from the university. This plan seeks to intertwine Fayetteville State University with everyday events and programs downtown, actively contributing to the identity of downtown and enriching the overall area experience.

- **Open spaces** – This concept supports connecting natural resources in the planning area into an accessible recreational and ecological network for trails, storm water management and urban habitat. Community participants noted how important the streams, river and open spaces are to defining downtown Fayetteville, and to creating an environment that is livable. The Linear Park system along Cross Creek has demonstrated to the community how effective a stream-side trail can be to enriching an urban landscape, and the community wants more. This strategy accommodates that by calling for more community spaces and, specifically, stream-side trails, in the hope that a more livable downtown will spur new investment and attract new residents.

### Using the Plan

Cities generally employ two types of instruments to guide and enact legislation – policy documents, such as this downtown plan, and regulatory documents, such as zoning or development regulations. Each serve different purposes, but they must be well-coordinated and complementary.

In using the plan, it is important to understand that its intended role is as:

- An internal guide, providing City staff with goals, policies and programs to direct actions and budgeting activities.
- A guide for elected and appointed leaders, providing direction on decision-making and in establishing regulations.
- A type of contract between residents and leadership, articulating and establishing expectations regarding key issues and community characteristics.
- A working guide to partnerships with other agencies, individuals, and organizations, recognizing the need for cooperation in the success of downtown.

This plan is based on broad community and agency participation. It captures community vision and goals in terms of...
actionable policy and programs. It is heavily focused on implementation, providing a lengthy and specific implementation guide with benchmarks and sequencing to guide and measure the progress of the City. And it identifies and paces programs to ensure that City of Fayetteville investment attracts partners in the improvement of downtown and generates significant private investment, as well, ensuring fiscal sustainability in the long haul.
Introduction

This vision chapter presents a “big picture” of downtown in the year 2030, rooting the Renaissance Plan update in solid assertions about the future of the area. The vision has been developed in response to a great many factors, including community comments during stakeholder interviews, the questionnaire and various workshops – presenting downtown Fayetteville as seen through the eyes of those who live, work, go to school and shop there.

This chapter is to be used to set the overall direction for downtown. It suggests, in general terms, the condition of downtown’s future – a guide to help with decision-making in the years ahead. Because plans are unlikely to foresee every opportunity that will arise, the vision that follows will help the community sort through future opportunities in a way that honors the ideals of Fayetteville.

In the year 2030...

Downtown Fayetteville may be generally characterized by a bold crescent, connecting Fayetteville State University through the downtown core to the Cape Fear River. This crescent defines a two-mile long curve of activity, tracing its arc through the educational, civic and historic heart of the community.

Figure 1.01 – There are several keys to the success of downtown Fayetteville. One is rooted in its historic core, retaining the magic of the colonial-era streetscape and scale. Another is in the connections that tie that central core to the surrounding neighborhoods and open spaces, taking full advantage of the diversity downtown offers. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)

Surrounding neighborhoods, each with distinct identity and character, connect directly to this crescent through a series of walkable streets and trails. The industrial district of downtown is envisioned to gradually transition from today’s condition of pure industry and derelict buildings to a budding artists’ community, with disused buildings converted to house lofts, studios and galleries.

Beyond this generalized description, a number of more specific factors are included in the Downtown Vision. These “Downtown Components” match those provided in the 2002 Renaissance Plan, and are included in the remaining pages of this chapter. In keeping with their intent, all are expressed as a “snapshot” of Fayetteville in 2030.
Downtown Vision Components

Culture and the arts

Downtown Fayetteville is the regional center for culture and the arts. A large, central facility provides an arts and entertainment venue downtown, and there are multiple smaller venues, museums, and galleries, too. Access to the arts is an important principle in Fayetteville, and smaller venues are busy. The larger facility enables Fayetteville to host touring performers, dance groups, orchestras, and large exhibitions. This central facility is not intended to compete with the Crown Coliseum. Rather, it helps to enrich the cultural and artistic offerings of Fayetteville, integrating the arts into the economic development strategy of the community.

Gateways

The approach and entry into downtown Fayetteville is dramatic from Haymount and from the river crossings on Person and Grove. The elevation of Haymount provides drama as the view of the downtown skyline appears at the crest of the hill. The newly resurrected Campbellton at the Cape Fear River identifies the eastern entry of downtown, with riverfront development and street-level activity making a grand entry statement. Another important gateway is the connection between downtown and Fayetteville State University on Murchison Road. The City and university collaborate to reinvest in the corridor and to draw the two activity centers closer together. New development, potentially including a baseball stadium, enlivens Murchison Road and marks the entry into downtown. Other gateway locations are more subdued. Unlike the vision in the 2002 Renaissance Plan, gateway monumentation in the form of signs and landscaping are less important. What is important are the statements made by development along the edges of downtown and within its neighborhoods.

Cape Fear River

Once an under-utilized asset, the Cape Fear River is more of a community focus. It is the heart of the new Campbellton, providing interesting development and redevelopment opportunities in the historic settlement. It is a key link in local, regional, and statewide trail systems, featuring urban riverfront walks and forested nature hikes. It provides opportunities for recreational boating and entertainment, appreciation for the history of Fayetteville and an increased understanding of local ecosystems.
Neighborhoods

The downtown neighborhoods in Fayetteville are key to the overall success of downtown. Gradual reinvestment in streets and open spaces make each neighborhood more attractive to private investment and increased home ownership. The leadership of the City in the HOPE VI project near Walker Spivey has spurred investment elsewhere, where historic neighborhoods have built up around their historic core elements. Neighborhoods near Fayetteville State University have centered their activities and first waves of reinvestment around the university and the historic Orange Street School. In the Blount Street area, neighborhoods have revitalized the industrial district with loft housing and recreated a neighborhood center around what was the old Aquarius Club. Campbellton rebuilds along the river. Neighborhoods enjoy new life, churches in the community thrive, and all are connected by a system of attractive and safe streets, accommodating cars but catering to pedestrians and bicyclists. Together, downtown neighborhoods swell to house more than 10,000 people, more than twice the number of people living downtown in 2013.

Institutions

Schools, museums, civic offices, community centers, churches and public parks and open spaces knit together the social and civic fabric of the community. These are the places where the people of Fayetteville gather, meet and mingle, sharing their common experiences, building relationships and getting to know each other.

Connectedness

While downtown is vast and its neighborhoods diverse, its system of streets and trails tie it together. Pedestrian-friendly streets make the historic core accessible by all who live and work downtown. Creekside trails provide natural, pleasant landscapes for recreational foot travel, augmenting the street system and providing walkers and bicyclists with an alternative to sharing streets with cars and trucks. Pedestrian crossings at major thoroughfares — like Bragg, Robeson, Grove and Eastern — are re-worked to be more safe and inviting. This integrated surface transportation network helps draw the 3000-acre planning area together, encouraging downtown residents to walk, ride bikes and to become more closely connected to the areas that surround their immediate neighborhoods.
Industry

While some industries in downtown have phased out or become obsolete, other industrial uses have adapted or been born here. Downtown provides employment, and the rail, street and utility systems in the area have been built and maintained to support industrial uses, particularly along Robeson and Ramsey. While the character of the industrial area immediately around Robeson and Blount may change, industrial uses there and in the areas south and east are seen as likely to remain. Though the Orange Street School neighborhood is seeing new residential development and reinvestment, the industrial district along Ramsey has also remained. Downtown provides the opportunity to locate housing near employment, and the changing character of the neighborhoods and the evolutionary cycle of regional economics will allow the two to exist in proximity.

Relationships

Fayetteville has a history of getting things done, often through the unilateral actions of individuals or agencies. But Fayetteville in 2030 is built on collaborative planning and cooperative action. The City can no longer afford to invest as it has before and must use its capital to leverage private and institutional investment. Creating and nurturing partnerships is critical, and it is a process founded on the ability of the City to work with NCDOT on transportation opportunities, Fayetteville State University on student housing, private investors on site reclamation, Fort Bragg on economic development, the federal government on community development, church groups on neighborhood improvement, and scores of other partners on scores of other topics. Relationships make things happen in Fayetteville now, and the growing complexity and diversity of the community demand that approach.

Policy

Fayetteville keeps its policy responsive to local needs, and it ensures that its policies are consistent with the overall economic development and revitalization strategy of the community. Its land use, transportation and capital facilities policies are consistent, ensuring that the decision-making and monetary investment in the City achieve and advance community goals. Outward expansion is curtailed in favor of improving utilities and services within municipal boundaries. Population increase and reinvestment downtown are a priority, and the policies of the City reinforce it, ensuring neighborhood safety and overall quality of life combine to make downtown active and prosperous.
Introduction

Fayetteville committed to full and comprehensive citizen involvement in this Renaissance Plan update, recognizing that downtown Fayetteville is more than just another neighborhood. Downtown is a regional center for commerce, governance, arts, culture, institutions, and industry. It is where Fayetteville was born, and it is where its identity is maintained. Downtown represents Fayetteville, and every Fayetteville resident has a stake in its prosperity.

Consultants on the plan update team worked directly with the Community Development Director, Victor Sharpe, with Downtown Development Manager Jami McLaughlin and with the steering committee for the Renaissance Plan Update, comprised of the City of Fayetteville Planning Commission. All were instrumental in establishing the direction of the plan, developing alternative scenarios and refining goals and directives.

Following City and consultant discussions on process and expectations, the Renaissance Plan update was configured to include a set of interviews with community leaders, agency staff and other residents; public meetings, workshops and committee presentations; on-line engagement; event flyers and advertisements; print media and other means of communicating with the citizens of Fayetteville. Detailed descriptions of each of these components is provided below:

Stakeholder Interviews

Over the course of four consecutive days beginning Tuesday, September 11, consultants and City staff interviewed nearly three-dozen individuals, beginning work on the Downtown Fayetteville Renaissance Plan update. These “stakeholder interviews” were conducted to gain an initial understanding of the many opportunities associated with the 3,000-acre study area, and to seek opportunities maximizing cross-benefits between downtown and the rest of the city.
Interviewees were selected and scheduled by staff to approximate a cross-section of the various needs and activities associated with downtown, including individuals representing the development community, the arts, downtown community events, education, City and County staff, business people, elected leadership, historic preservation interests, museum representatives, downtown residents and others. All but one of the interviews took place in City Hall, with respondents interviewed individually, in pairs, or in one case, as a group of three.

A draft set of questions was prepared in advance and included in many of the interviews, but discussions were generally informal and free ranging according to the interests and background of each respondent. To encourage a more candid exchange, interviews were not recorded electronically. Instead, interviewers took notes, later summarizing responses for internal use as well as to mark the first stage of the plan update process.

On Friday September 14, consultants met with Community Development leadership and staff to debrief on findings and to establish a path forward. In addition to a verbal summary, consultants also presented a set of drawings, depicting three thematic approaches for plan policy and reflecting input from interviewees. Various approaches to community outreach were also discussed, as well as ideas for a multi-day set of community meetings to gain input from residents on design and policy options most suitable for the updated renaissance plan.

Interviewees tended to touch on many similar areas, expressing what seemed to be near-universal sentiment relating to eight key topics. These required further investigation at community meetings and as the plan evolved, but remained critical topics for the plan update to address:

**Fayetteville State University connection**

Fayetteville State University, located to the northwest of the downtown core, is a historically African-American four-year university and has been an important part of Fayetteville since 1874. More recently, FSU has opened its doors to foreign exchange students, building a multi-racial, multi-cultural and multi-lingual student body. Fayetteville State University is within the downtown study area and is within one mile of the commercial core, but it is difficult to access from the center of town. The City is acting to improve access with its Murchison Road corridor plan and through design improvements to plans for the Rowan Street Bridge, but poor existing ties and prevailing use patterns have caused downtown Fayetteville and FSU to seem further apart than they are, with little student traffic downtown.

Many interviewees expressed hope that the university will become a more active part of the downtown landscape, with students visiting downtown, and with downtown associations and activities embracing
Fayetteville State University participation – including the diversity it brings. Economic benefits of a tighter relationship with FSU were often cited, including the potential for adaptive reuse of downtown buildings, curricula-related startup opportunities, enhanced transportation ties and use of passenger rail, and better retention of graduates through downtown live/work environments.

**River connection**

Fayetteville, and the towns established before it once took full advantage of the Cape Fear River as a shipping channel. In fact, the location of the city is generally tied to the limits of navigation along the river, which leads to Wilmington and the Atlantic Ocean. Since the development of rail, however, ties between the city and the river have been far less pronounced.

Interviewees believed there is strong potential in the river and in developing better connections between it and downtown. A variety of uses were mentioned as possibilities, including mixed-use housing, improved docking and recreational facilities, outdoor event spaces and entertainment venues. Respondents noted the potential to associate such features with the historic role the river played in the development of Fayetteville and its 18th Century prominence. One respondent detailed an earlier river-oriented development – called Campbeltown Landing – that appeared to be a success in the making, but the financial downturn resulted in its closing in 2008.

The Person Street corridor, paralleled by Russell Street to the south, present opportunities to improve ties between the river and to downtown, but development along these two streets was noted to be spotty and generally in decline. Other issues, such as difficulties for boat access and general impressions of the area as unsafe, were also cited. The Cape Fear River Botanical Gardens and plans to acquire parkland along the river and Grove Street were mentioned as strong assets.

**Parks and trails**

Public open spaces are seen as critical to the success of downtown. Respondents noted Festival Park, North Carolina Veterans’ Park, the Cape Fear River Botanical Gardens, and the Linear Park as key facilities within and near the central core. The fact that the City is pursuing a parks bond to construct a riverfront park along the river between Person and Grove streets was also noted. Interviewees were excited about the potential of the riverfront park; with the promise of an extended trail network extending upstream along the Cape Fear River; and with the sustained festival uses of parks facilities downtown.

Interviewees expressed a desire to see parks become more prominent, particularly with small-scale designs and facilities accommodating spontaneous use by folks.
downtown. Festival Park was identified as an important place, but given that its space has generally been designed for programmed use, respondents hoped for better access to pocket-parks and close-by features benefitting downtown employees, children and families living nearby, and helping bridge downtown to Fayetteville State University.

Institutional/civic uses

The Airborne and Special Operations Museum, Fayetteville State University, City Hall, the County Courthouse and numerous churches are located within and near the central core. City Hall offices and the presence of the Airborne and Special Operations Museum, Festival Park and the vacant Prince Charles Hotel now define the western pole of the central business district. The hospital is also located nearby (the west side of Robeson Street), contributing to the institutional character at the base of Haymount. While some interviewees bemoaned the lack of retail in this area, the presence of a busy, daytime employment center and visitor attraction was generally appreciated.

The downtown planning area represents an amazing diversity of land uses, income levels, racial mix and activities – and the institutional framework seems consistently distributed throughout. But some of these were noted to be in decline or at-risk. The Washington Street School, between Bragg Boulevard and Murchison Road, is now being torn down. The Orange Street School, in the northern portion of the planning area (once purposed as an exhibit space) is now vacant. Historic cemeteries near Cool Springs now seem out of place, adjacent to the busy Grove Street and generally less capable of the type of calm and reverence they used to provide.

Despite these issues, interviewees appreciate that a strong framework exists with neighborhoods focused on the central places that institutions provide or used to provide. The Walker-Spivey school was frequently mentioned, and provides a contemporary example of how frameworks can be resuscitated, building bonds between new housing (including the HOPE VI project), the school, and the nearby community gardens facility.

Safety

Fayetteville is a far safer place than it used to be, according to interviewees. But many also noted spots of trouble in the downtown planning area, and perhaps even more significantly, indicated that prevailing views still associate downtown with its rough-and-tumble past. The success of downtown will likely pivot around improved safety and increased perceptions of safety. The issue – whether embedded in conversations on income, race, unemployment, addiction, traffic, industrial land uses or derelict buildings – is one that will need to be addressed, protecting existing investment and stimulating new.
Preservation

The commercial core of Fayetteville is a colonial-era gem. Conceived and developed in the mid 18th Century, it has survived 250 years of adaptation, finding new uses, new identities and new directions. With very few exceptions, it is what people thought of when asked to identify “downtown.” The City has identified four separate historic districts in the planning area, including downtown, Liberty Point, Haymount, and the Market House Square National Register District. The Fayetteville Historic Resources Commission, equipped with a set of historic design guidelines, reviews development projects to ensure compatibility with the historic district designation. The downtown historic district is on the National Registry of Historic Places, which, as some reminded us, offers substantial tax benefits in exchange for adherence to strict design principles that preserve the historic character of the district.

Others noted that strict design principles may have trade-offs, potentially dictating treatments or materials that make projects more expensive than markets can support. District status was also seen as part of why rents downtown seem especially high, perhaps due to added material and design costs but, as was more frequently suggested, due to owners’ desire to maximize benefits from the “chic” reputation of downtown Fayetteville. This latter issue was of great concern to many interviewees who indicated frustration that owners awaiting “home run” profit margins were holding prime buildings and properties otherwise ready for redevelopment.

Housing

Housing was seen as integral to the long-term success of downtown. People must live in and near the commercial core, and those people must have enough buying power to contribute to the success of downtown retailers. Interviewees mentioned this relationship repeatedly, all looking to find ways to increase the number of downtown-area residents and to introduce market-rate housing into the mix. The 300 Hay project was often mentioned, though many noted that unit prices were higher than most could afford. Most interviewees believed that strong demand existed for mid-priced, market-rate housing in and around downtown, including younger families stationed at Fort Bragg, faculty and students at Fayetteville State University, older “empty nest” couples, and others attracted to the compact, walkable environment of downtown.

Lodging & Services

There is no active, business-class hotel in the downtown planning area. The Prince Charles Hotel, opened originally in 1920, has been closed for several years. Several owners have tried to reopen the hotel – most recently as a Clarion – but the facility has yet to succeed.

The history of the Prince Charles Hotel suggests that the ability of downtown Fayetteville to support a hotel is marginal. Though the Convention and Visitor Bureau
estimates a need for additional hotel rooms in Fayetteville, land and building costs downtown push nightly rates higher than the local market can afford. According to the Convention and Visitors Bureau, nightly rates for a renovated Prince Charles would need to hit $179 for the project to pencil, or about twice what US Government per diem (the local hotel benchmark) would cover.

Nearly all interviewees expressed strong opinions about resolving the fate of the building, some ready to raze the structure and others passionate about restoring it. Regardless, the Prince Charles occupies a site so critical to downtown that its future disposition demands very careful consideration.

These interview results clarified the issues and priorities this plan would address and shaped conceptual strategic approaches that were tested throughout the rest of the process.

**Online Tools / Social Media**

Fayetteville maintains a web site, and the City also sponsors a Downtown Fayetteville Facebook™ page, both of which were used aggressively, alerting the public to the progress of plan, inviting participation and making available workshop materials and results. Frequent social media posts updated the community on plan progress and alerted potential participants to public events, such as the storefront studio, community workshop and Planning Commission and City Council meetings. The Downtown Development Director also posted a short video describing the project, soliciting community participation and identifying the top issues the plan will address.

The online outreach also included access to a questionnaire (described here later) and the ability to comment on site posts.

**Mass Media**

Print and broadcast media followed this project since its inception, and they ran special articles and featured dedicated airtime to publicize and present important downtown issues.

These media releases and appearances kept pace with the process, beginning with a generalized introduction of the issues early on and then discussing the trade-offs and strategic alternatives the plan had to consider. These media efforts raised awareness of the plan, and – just as important – presented and discussed the tough questions the plan needed to answer.

Both the *Fayetteville Observer* and *Up & Coming Weekly* featured prominent articles on the plan and the process, promoting public involvement and summarizing results of public events. Radio stations WIDU 1600 AM and WFNC 640 AM and television station NBC 17 also featured interviews with the consultant team and city staff at various times in the process.
“Storefront Studio”

Fayetteville ran a week-long “storefront studio” during the first week of December 2012, hosting the community for two evening workshops and providing open-door hours for daytime visitors. Members of the public were able to speak directly with the consultant team and influence the downtown planning process, reviewing planning materials and discussing potential planning strategies. Studio results shaped recommendations in the plan and informed the final community workshop.

Policy Guidance

The first wave of activities in the studio asked participants to review and refine the adopted vision statements, goals and policies of Fayetteville, ensuring that they are still relevant and should be relied upon to guide this plan. Participants were asked to review and rate the adopted long-range planning policy of the City, and other goals and policies adopted in relevant documents. The 2002 Renaissance Plan, the 2013 Strategic Plan, the Bragg Boulevard Corridor Plan and the Murchison Road Corridor Plan contributed to this array, identifying specific policy positions relevant to downtown.

Workshop participants generally believed that policies adopted still apply to downtown and should be followed. Those policy directives that received particular support included keeping downtown as the cultural center of the community, honoring its historic character, reinvesting in surrounding neighborhoods, improving safety and strengthening its retail base.

Strategic Spatial Response

Considering existing policies, participants then reviewed three alternative downtown strategies. These strategies included:

- "Destination Downtown" – this strategy set a primary focus on making downtown Fayetteville a place for regional visitation. Efforts to create an events-oriented downtown would take center stage, including the development of a hotel and convention center tied to Festival Park. The historic core would be identified as a place full of attractions, focused on fine dining, theaters, unique shopping opportunities and historic atmosphere. Areas surrounding the downtown core would be developed with commercial services and easy parking as a focus, and a separate, river-oriented district would be encouraged to take advantage of scenic and recreational opportunities available there. Other features, such as an arena for the Fire Antz, or a stadium for the Swampdogs, would receive strong consideration. Though benefits to the larger community would improve in this sketch, areas outside the core would receive lesser focus and experience more gradual rates of change. Fayetteville State University would retain a focus,
with policies developed to encourage and capitalize on the creative capacity of the institution, as applied to downtown events and attractions.

- "Hometown Downtown" – this strategy promoted policies and strategies to establish downtown as a self-contained, full-featured neighborhood. Use patterns and urban form would retain the historic core as the center of it all, with grocery, commercial uses and market-rate housing options featured along Russell and Person streets. A secondary focus area would include a mixed-use neighborhood near the river, tied to downtown via along newly-revived, walkable portions of Russell and Person streets. Ties to areas outside these features would be encouraged, though in the short to mid-term, change would likely be limited. In this strategy, the relationship of Fayetteville State University to downtown was cast as an "Alma Mater," indicating a high degree of work to develop an environment conducive to students seeing downtown as a place to live and work – even after graduation. This downtown model would at least double the population of the planning area, accommodating more than 10,000 residents.

- "Diversity Downtown" – this strategy blended and capitalized on the many cultures, incomes, historic features and building feature types of the study area. As with the "hometown" sketch, the historic core would serve as the center, with commercial uses and diverse housing options featured along Russell and Person streets extending to the river. Three existing areas outside the core would receive greater attention than the "hometown" model, including development of a loft-style mixed-use neighborhood along the western edge of the study area; a neighborhood center focused near the former Orange Street School; and stronger efforts to establish walkable ties.
between the Russell corridor and the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood. The relationship of Fayetteville State University to downtown would be cast as a touchstone, involving curricula, special programs and the student population in efforts to help blend what are today relatively disparate sections of the study area. The level of development intensity in this scenario would accommodate up to 15,000 downtown residents, enough to entertain inclusion of a downtown trolley system linking the downtown core to new development on the Cape Fear River.

Of the three scenarios presented, participants generally favored "Hometown Downtown," with a longer-view look to eventually achieving something like the "Diversity Downtown" model.

Priority Implementation

The concluding storefront studio exercises asked participants to identify and prioritize what types of projects should be included in the plan, considering them in terms of relative importance and relative urgency. Projects and initiatives were drawn from the original Renaissance Plan and from the results of the earlier storefront studio exercises. Participants considered more than two dozen projects, placing each on a specially designed graph to denote how important each project is and how quickly it needs to be implemented. Participants were also encouraged to suggest projects and initiatives on their own, adding to the list of potential implementation actions to be included in this plan update.

Implementation actions that won the highest levels of support in this phase of the process included the farmers market, investment in a performing arts center, completion of local trail networks and reinvestment in neighborhoods surrounding the downtown core.

Refined Spatial Strategy

Finally, participants mapped their suggested improvements and actions. They were asked to identify how the spatial strategy for "Hometown Downtown" should change to reflect their thoughts on implementation priority. Specific refinements included thoughts on the redevelopment of Campbellton, treatment of Russell Street, potential for new trail connections – particularly linking Haymount to the Cross Creek Trail/Linear Park system, ideas for loft-style redevelopment in the aging industrial district downtown, and overall desires for increased connectivity between neighborhoods and the core. The resulting plan, dubbed "Dynamic Downtown," became the preferred strategic alternative.

Participant input on project priority and spatial strategy set the stage for the subsequent community workshop in February and laid the groundwork for this plan.

Questionnaires

The City of Fayetteville hosted an on-line questionnaire presenting the community with a short series of questions. More than 200 residents and business people responded to the questionnaire, providing additional guidance to the planning team.

The questionnaire was available on-line from November through January, asking eight fundamental questions about perceptions of downtown, the importance of downtown to the overall community and respondent thoughts about the evolution of downtown over time. Questionnaire responses reinforced the results.

Quick Qs: About Downtown

1. Downtown Fayetteville needs to be a walkable place.
2. Downtown Fayetteville needs to have a "heart" or the community.
3. Growth of downtown is having a sufficiently positive effect on the downtown.
4. Downtown has met the needs of its populations over the last ten years.
5. Downtown is a place where friends and parents can visit downtown frequently.
6. I’d do in the entire world as a destination of the Retail Hall of Fame’s "most liveable" sites.
7. Downtown Hispanicism is a great place to eat and spend a leisurely evening.
8. Downtown investment in its everything is supporting the surrounding retail and neighborhoods.

Figure 2.09 – Questionnaires asked the community – both in person and via the Web – what they think about downtown and what they would do to make it better. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)
from the stakeholder interview series, but they also offered a few surprises. Like the stakeholders, questionnaire respondents believed that downtown is the “heart” of Fayetteville. But questionnaire respondents also indicated a desire to live downtown – an idea that appears to be growing in popularity as downtown becomes recognized as “hip” and increasingly safe.

Planning Framework Workshop

The final community workshop held on February 18, 2013 asked participants to stroll across the planning area – configured to cover a dance floor – and prioritize a sampling of the various recommendations in the plan. More than 60 participated, weighing options and considering the new development strategy for downtown.

This workshop tested the storefront studio results, presenting the conceptual “dynamic downtown” strategy. Participants refined the concept, identifying specific projects and when they should occur. They indicated how important and how urgent the projects are by placing colored poker chips on the various choices. Many of the results confirmed what storefront studio participants indicated, reinforcing connections to surrounding neighborhoods and investing in the crescent linking Fayetteville State University to the Cape Fear River. Results were intensely focused on the downtown core, favoring renovation of the Prince Charles Hotel, construction of an arts center, and finding a permanent home for the farmers market. Still, participants also seemed to favor moves to enhance the connections of the core to surrounding neighborhoods, particularly in the case of the redevelopment of Campbelton, an enhanced Russell Street and more convenient access to and from the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood.

Participant recommendations from that workshop are included in this plan, suggesting a phased, strategic approach to getting things done over time. One particularly interesting recommendation was to ensure that the City invest in specific areas to the point of developing a “critical mass,” avoiding a dilution of energy. It suggests that “spreading the wealth” may not be as effective at spawning the degree and type of transformation this plan envisions – one neighborhood at a time.

Planning Commission

The Fayetteville Planning Commission served as the advisory committee for this project, meeting several times during the course of the project to consider overall direction; review the vision concepts applicable to downtown; review project progress; consider citizen input; advise the planning team on important priorities and trade-offs, and formulate recommendations to the City Council.

Several planning commissioners attended the storefront studio and community workshop, and they also helped to distribute project questionnaires. The Planning Commission met every month from the beginning of the project to discuss progress and to make
recommendations on its direction. The commission was more than a reviewing body in this effort – it participated actively during the development of the plan.

The Planning Commission held a meeting February 19 – the day after the final community workshop – to review workshop results and provide additional direction on development of the draft plan.

City Council
The Fayetteville City Council was also frequently updated on the process, hearing consultant reports on the strategic alternatives being considered and confirming that the project was headed in the right direction.

Public Hearings
The Planning Commission met again on March 19, opening its public hearing to discuss the implementation recommendations of the plan. Commissioners reviewed a “critical path” style chart to determine project sequencing and pace through its four-step implementation. At the conclusion of its public hearing on April 23, 2013, the Planning Commission recommended City Council approval of the plan.

The City Council conducted a workshop on the plan on May 6, 2013, hearing a presentation on the planning process and its outcomes. Council members asked multiple questions about the plan’s response to public input, how the plan serves the needs of the overall Fayetteville community, how the strategic approach of the plan will help build partnerships and what the City will need to do next to implement plan recommendations.

The City Council opened its public hearing on the plan at its May 28 meeting, soliciting public testimony on the plan and considering the plan for adoption.
Introduction

This chapter provides a broad-based introduction to previous planning efforts, including those directly focused on the downtown as well as others relevant to downtown policies and programs. Comprehensive understanding of previous planning work helped set the parameters for this update, clarifying the over-arching policy framework within which this plan must function. Other related plans were of help, too, identifying points of intersection where common issues might be addressed with a single action.

This update builds on the 2002 Renaissance Plan - a document prepared by an American Institute of Architects (AIA) Urban Design Action Team (UDAT) to solidify a vision for downtown Fayetteville and create a list of implementation actions for the community to follow. Many of the recommendations in that plan are still relevant, and many have been realized in the decade since its preparation. But his update inserts some new recommendations, aligning them with the structure of the original plan and forwarding recommendations that still make sense. This update also includes related 2002 Renaissance Plan imagery, advancing visual concepts that plan communicated that are still on-target today.

The 2002 Renaissance Plan summarizes the historical development pattern of Fayetteville, tracing its roots to Campbelton and Cross Creek, and describing the various events that helped shape contemporary Fayetteville. It also presents an analysis of the physical context of downtown Fayetteville, describing landforms, development patterns, transportation systems, community institutions, and parks.

Like this plan, the 2002 Renaissance Plan was based on comprehensive outreach, ultimately reflecting the comments and desires of Fayetteville residents and business owners. That plan explored the urban design context of downtown, seeking out ways the physical fabric of the area can be managed to attain community goals.
The Renaissance plan analyzed the downtown area by element, producing a list of issues for the community to address. Elements included:

- The downtown core
- The industrial zone
- The government center
- Nearby neighborhoods
- Fayetteville State University
- The Campbelton/Cape Fear River area
- Area parks
- The transportation system
- The built environment
- Topography

By examining these elements in depth, the plan categorized issues into a range of topics covering the arts, neighborhoods, industry and infrastructure, as well as the various relationships that underpin activity downtown.

The Renaissance Plan sought to enhance what was working in the downtown, building on the existing commercial core, “monumenting” gateways into downtown, enhancing identity and investment in surrounding neighborhoods, and reconnecting the commercial core to the Cape Fear River. Specifically, the plan divided its recommendations into the following five categories for action:

1) Central Arts
2) Gateways
3) Cape Fear River
4) Neighborhood districts
5) Parks/recreation/community centers

The Renaissance Plan has been widely viewed as a success, with many of its various projects and programs now completed.

This primary purpose of plan update is to create a new set of implementation programs for the 3,000-acre “downtown,” modifying and adding to the list presented in the first Renaissance Plan. Fayetteville successfully completed many of the projects identified in the original Renaissance Plan, and this update is tasked with creating a new “punchlist” from which the City - and its partners - can work.

Since the completion of the Renaissance Plan in 2002, there have been some notable changes to the downtown landscape. More than $76 million has been invested, resulting in more than 314 building projects. Some of these are listed here:

- 300 Hay is a mixed-use retail/residential development, located...
in the heart of downtown. The City purchased and cleaned up an environmentally compromised property, marketing it later for a development partner. The resulting project has been successful, reaching near-complete occupancy within two years.

- The HOPE VI program from the Department of Housing and Urban Development underwrote the large-scale land acquisition and redevelopment of the area north and west of the Walker-Spivey School along Old Wilmington Road. It also has helped to acquire and develop property in other areas of south downtown, including the new community garden and a proposed business park on Gillespie.

- Person Street is revitalizing, driven by private investment on a building-by-building basis. New retail tenants are renovating and taking over old, vacant storefronts. Residents are moving into upstairs units. Person Street is much different today than it was even a decade ago. Similar reinvestment has been occurring along Hay, Franklin, Green and Donaldson streets, too, with new businesses and residences filling spaces and revitalizing buildings.

- The City built the Franklin Street parking deck on Franklin Street at Donaldson Street, facilitating increased development downtown by establishing a consistent and accessible parking supply.

- The new transit center is taking shape, with site preparation underway at Robeson and Franklin streets. The new center is adjacent to the police station and will feature transit facilities, as well as convenience retail for transit users.

- The Linear Park system has become a popular recreation destination, running along Cross Creek and featuring a number of public open spaces, historical monuments and interpretive signs.

- North Carolina Veterans Park, located near the Airborne and Special Operations Museum, has become a nationwide attraction, honoring those who served and sacrificed.

- Festival Park is operational, hosting events that draw attendees from the surrounding region.

- The transportation museum, located in the old railroad station on Ray and Franklin streets, celebrates the transportation history of the community and hosts the Fayetteville Farmer’s Market.
Other planning efforts and studies conducted before and since the first Renaissance Plan were also recognized and incorporated in this document, as follows:

**A Complete Fayetteville: Once & For All**

This plan, commonly referred to as the “Marvin Plan” after its author, was prepared in 1996 as a vision for downtown. It foresaw significant transformation of the landscape, injecting recreational and naturalized areas into the heart of downtown.

Some of its more notable recommendations included:

- A large recreational complex to be located in the rectangle formed by Robeson, Gillespie, Campbell and Russell streets.
- A new retail promenade perpendicular to Hay Street at Ray Avenue.
- A major arts district extending from Green Street to Bragg Boulevard south of Rowan Street.
- A Haymount Park district.
- New residential development along the Cape Fear River.
- An emphasis on improving the Person Street and Russell Street corridors.

While it may seem a fanciful plan by most standards today, recommendations in the Marvin Plan influenced significant progress, including the development of Festival Park and the Airborne and Special Operations Museum (ASOM), a new housing project proposed west of Bragg Boulevard, the Rowan Street overpass and the trail system along Blounts Creek and Cross Creek. It also brought into the downtown planning process scores of residents, merchants, community volunteers, local officials and employers, soliciting their comments and joining their voices together into a comprehensive set of goals for downtown.

### Cumberland County 2030 Growth Vision Plan

Cumberland County and its incorporated jurisdictions prepared a long-range growth vision plan, resulting in the articulation of goals and policies to direct growth at a regional level. Its outreach efforts and the resulting plan represent a good deal of work performed by multiple agencies. The information generated during the Vision 2030 process – as well as the goal and policy direction reinforcing the importance of downtown as a regional resource – were helpful in this plan update.

### Downtown Marketing Research

Activating the downtown commercial core was the fundamental directive of the 2009 Marketing Report, a.k.a. “SMITH Study.” The key component of the study was a market survey and analysis, offering insight into...
why people come to the commercial core and how the business owners perceive the environment they inhabit. The overall results were somewhat surprising, in that there was a slight disconnect between what existing businesses provide and what most visitors said they want. For instance, businesses tend to focus on specialty retail - with operating hours generally confined to the daytime. According to the Smith study, visitors tend to see downtown more as an evening destination, looking for dining and entertainment opportunities.

The complexion of the retail core has changed somewhat since the release of the study, with an increasing amount of Hay Street space dedicated to after-hours activities. Development along Person Street has increased greatly too, with storefronts and housing units adding dimension to the mix of uses in the core.

While the SMITH study sought to propose an overall marketing strategy, its primary recommendation was to prepare a master plan for downtown promotion. This recommendation, however, contained a caveat that the plan and its branding concept should be prepared only after the downtown businesses and property owners could settle on a targeted and suitable vision.

Other recommendations from the marketing plan include:

- Increasing the number and variety of eating establishments downtown.
- Effectively promoting downtown in popularly-accessed media, including the Internet.
- Targeting growing or under-served market segments, like the military, the younger crowd and conventions.
- Refining and polishing the image of downtown.
- Training businesses to improve the overall customer experience downtown.

Murchison Road Corridor Study and Subsequent Work

In December 2007, the City commissioned a land use and economic development plan for the Murchison Road corridor and study area. The entire study area covered approximately 4,071 acres, extending from downtown and Martin Luther King Jr. Freeway (US 401) to Fort Bragg and the future I-295 Fayetteville Outer Loop corridor extension. The primary goals for the plan were to:

- Assemble an action plan that enhances community quality of life.
- Establish a hierarchy for investment, identifying opportunities designed to lead to rapid, near-term results while establishing the foundation for long-term corridor transformation and success.
- Review community mobility and transportation issues, balancing creative with cost-feasible approaches.
Enhance the Murchison Road Corridor and City of Fayetteville image and attractiveness for investment.

Provide realistic, workable, thoughtful approaches to corridor development within a compressed assessment and implementation timeframe.

The Murchison plan identified nine “catalyst sites” along the corridor, producing an overall development plan hinging on the type and intensity of reinvestment in those particular areas.

Fayetteville then commissioned a feasibility study in 2009 to evaluate three of the catalyst sites (#1, #3 and #6) along the corridor and to identify the conditions necessary for their success. Catalyst Site #1 at Murchison and Rowan is within the downtown planning area. The study found that the market may be able to support modest commercial and residential development along this southern stretch of Murchison Road. Current economics, however, would require significant public subsidy through property acquisition and assembly and guaranteed loans to generate enough profit for projects to make sense.

Building on that work, Fayetteville State University commissioned a study to investigate development potential along the Murchison Road Corridor near Catalyst Site 1 for its proposed Millennium Campus. That project also involved the City of Fayetteville as a partner - a partner who helped acquire land for the University to use and develop. The City purchased and demolished the Washington Street School, paving the way for future Fayetteville State University development. That project is now on hold pending resolution of State funding and more detailed architectural design.

Bragg Boulevard Corridor Redevelopment Plan

While much of the study area for the Bragg Boulevard plan lies beyond the Fayetteville downtown, some of its recommendations apply to work here. The plan envisions the development of Bragg Boulevard into a corridor that is more accessible for bicycles and pedestrians, with land uses that are more consistent with a mixed-use corridor. It envisions a transformation of Bragg Boulevard, creating an active gateway into downtown that celebrates its sense of entry and enhances the impact of the Airborne and Special Operations Museum, Festival Park and the North Carolina Veterans Park.

Market-Based Redevelopment Plan for HOPE VI Business Park (2013)

The City of Fayetteville has spent the last decade investing in the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood as part of its work under the HOPE VI program. Property acquisition, abatement of hazardous structures, site cleanup, property development and housing
construction have all been part of this work. The City and its community housing partners have provided more than 740 residential units of varying types, transforming the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood in the process. The business park fulfills another HOPE VI objective, providing for local employment of residents of nearby housing.

While this plan does not provide policy guidance, it is important to this plan update because of its commitment to develop and construct a jobs-oriented project at Gillespie and Blount streets. This plan update builds on that commitment, emphasizing the importance of a fully-featured neighborhood center in the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood.

Fayetteville Strategic Plan 2013

The Fayetteville City Council revises its strategic plan every spring. The strategic plan prepared in the spring of 2012 outlines ten principles in its Fayetteville vision. These principles include one targeted to downtown, specifying that downtown will be “vibrant.” According to that plan, the vibrant downtown will include:

- People living downtown.
- High quality hotels with space for conferences and community events.
- Easy access and convenient parking.
- Festival Park and green spaces throughout downtown.
- Downtown linked to river and Fayetteville State University.
- Connected downtown assets.
- Well-planned residential and commercial mixed-use developments.
- A variety of quality restaurants.
- Attractive buildings occupied by successful businesses.

The 2012 strategic plan identifies several projects that are classified as “top” and “high” priority, with the following dealing with aspects of the downtown:

**Top Priority**

- Bragg Boulevard corridor development

**High Priority**

- Hay Street to I-295 corridor plan
- “Reclaiming Neighborhoods Next” project
- HOPE VI business park development

- Old Days Inn site development
- Multi-modal center – land assembly and design
- Prince Charles Hotel – City options and direction
- Residential Rental Program (PROP) – direction and funding
- North Carolina Veterans Park
- Festival Park Plaza building – direction
- Murchison Road corridor development
Ramsey Street is a major arterial leading straight into the heart of downtown Fayetteville. It runs north-south, becoming Green Street at Grove and then, at the Market House, becoming Gillespie as it continues south through town.

As a primary north-south arterial, Ramsey Street carries freight and automotive traffic north from Fayetteville into the surrounding countryside. It links Fayetteville to the agricultural areas and small towns of Cumberland County, historically serving as a farm-to-market road. Ramsey now provides access to a range of industrial and commercial uses along its length in downtown, with property ripe for redevelopment as the economies favoring the type of industry there fade.

The City is preparing a corridor study to establish an aesthetic and strategic course for Ramsey, identifying redevelopment opportunities and enhancing the appearance of the corridor as an entry to downtown.

Cape Fear River Corridor Study (ongoing)

The Cape Fear River is navigable from Fayetteville to Wilmington, and this particular feature provided the community its position in history. River-borne commerce landed at Fayetteville in colonial times, establishing the Campbelton settlement and, later, central Fayetteville.

Though its transportation function has diminished, the Cape Fear River is still an important natural, aesthetic, cultural and recreational asset. Fayetteville is rediscovering the potential of the river and is participating in regional and statewide efforts to celebrate the waterway.

The river corridor study is investigating ways to improve public access to the river, exploring approaches for trails, put-ins, boat launches and other access-related improvements along the course of the Cape Fear River. It also complements some of the visions for riverside improvement and development identified in earlier Fayetteville planning work. The resulting plan will present a comprehensive inventory of Cape Fear River frontage in Fayetteville, with recommendations on how the community can take advantage of this powerful resource.

Exhibits of the Cape Fear River Corridor Study appeared at the storefront studio in December, and participants referenced the work in comments related to the downtown plan. Their comments, and the ensuing strategic direction, underscore the importance of the river to the success of downtown. The two planning processes are interwoven, and recommendations from each will influence implementation of the other.

Programs, objectives and initiatives proposed in each of these projects are drawn upon to inform and enrich this plan. Hopefully, implementation of this plan will further implementation of the
others, as well, resulting in consistency and cooperation between the various planning efforts and continuing the City’s pattern of effective public investment.

These documents and projects lay the policy and development foundation for this update, setting downtown Fayetteville in its context, illustrating how important downtown is to furthering overall city and regional objectives, and proving that investment is flowing downtown.
Introduction

This chapter describes downtown Fayetteville as it exists today, presenting demographic, economic, housing, land use and other components that form the baseline of this plan update.

Downtown Fayetteville is somewhat unique both in its social composition and its mix of land uses. The population is generally 1.5 persons per acre, which is extremely sparse for a “downtown” but not surprising given the scale of industry and warehousing and the number of vacant housing units in many of the neighborhoods. Below are some of the more important findings in terms of demographics, economics and housing.

Demographics

The population of Fayetteville grew over the last 20 years, adding about 87,000 people between 2000 and 2011. The majority of this growth was the result of annexations, which added 75,000 people to the City, including annexation of 25,000 people on Fort Bragg. Excluding annexations, Fayetteville resident counts grew about 0.9% since 2000, slightly higher than the 0.7% average annual growth rate of Cumberland County.

Fayetteville is younger than average, with a younger population (median age of 30.2 years) compared to the state (median age of 37.7 years). The age distribution of Fort Bragg, where 60% of the population is between 20 and 39 years old, is accountable for the relative youth of Fayetteville.

The population of Cumberland County is aging. The age group that grew the most between 2000 and 2011 was people 45 to 64 years old, while people 25 to 44 years old shrunk in the County. This aging trend is consistent with the national trend of aging baby boomers. The age distribution of Cumberland County is representative of the population of Fayetteville too, were Fort Bragg to be excluded from City counts.
Fayetteville is more racially diverse than the State average. Less than half of city population was white and 41% was African-American in 2011. In comparison, 70% of the population in North Carolina was white and 22% was African-American.

Fayetteville has a similar level of ethnic diversity as the State. In 2011, 10% of the population was Hispanic, compared to the State average of 9%.

Cumberland County is expected to grow very slowly. The State forecasts that Cumberland County will add about 12,000 residents over the next 20 years, an average annual growth rate of 0.2%.

The characteristics of the downtown population are different than the City averages. The Downtown study area has about 4,600 people (2% of city population). The population of downtown is more racially diverse than the City average, with about three-quarters of the population being African-American. The population of downtown is less ethnically diverse, with 3% of the population being Hispanic.

Economics

Incomes in Fayetteville are lower than State averages. The median household income among residents ($43,400) is slightly lower than the State average ($46,291). Fayetteville has a lower per capita income ($21,800) than the State average ($24,100).

Employment in Cumberland County grew faster than its population between 1990 and 2011, adding nearly 34,000 jobs at an average annual growth rate of 1.6%.

Service industries accounted for the majority of employment growth, adding 23,000 jobs at an average annual rate of 3.2%. Retail employment added 2,260 jobs and government added 6,300 jobs, both at an average annual growth rate of nearly 1%. Industrial employment decreased by 4,000 jobs, predominantly through decreases in manufacturing.

Fayetteville has good access to the regional labor pool. The labor force participation rate in Fayetteville (66%) is higher than the State average (61%). The majority of workers in Fayetteville travel less than 30 minutes for work. About 60% of residents of Fayetteville work in Cumberland County, with about half working at jobs located in Fayetteville.

A large share of the workers at businesses in Fayetteville live in Fayetteville. More than one-third of workers at businesses in Fayetteville live in Fayetteville. About one-third of the non-military workers at Fort Bragg live in Fayetteville.

Figure 4.02 – Development at the HOPE VI project north of the Walker-Spivey School has set the bar for quality and intensity. The popularity of HOPE VI demonstrates that mixed-income, mixed-needs housing can revitalize neighborhoods. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)
The economy of Cumberland County is forecast to grow slowly. The State forecasts that employment in Cumberland County will grow at 0.7% over the 2008 to 2018 period, adding 9,200 jobs. The sectors that are forecast to grow the most are Education and Health Services (adding 4,360 jobs) and Professional and Business Services (adding 1,600 jobs). Manufacturing is forecast to decrease by 400 jobs.

Housing

The majority of Fayetteville housing is single-family housing. Single-family housing types (including manufactured homes) accounted for 68% of the housing stock in Fayetteville in 2011, with attached multifamily housing accounting for 32% of city housing stock.

Fayetteville has a less owner-occupied housing than the State average. Half of the housing stock in Fayetteville is owner-occupied, compared with the State average of 67% owner-occupied housing. In 2000, about 53% of housing in Fayetteville was owner-occupied.

Home ownership is less common in the downtown study area. About one-third of housing in the downtown study area was owner-occupied in 2011.

Housing vacancy rates in Fayetteville are comparable to the State average. Vacancy rates in Fayetteville were 15% in 2011, compared to the State average of 16%. In most housing markets, vacancy rates are generally below 10%, except in areas with a large amount of seasonal or recreational housing.

Housing is relatively affordable in Fayetteville. The cost of housing value increased by about $43,000 between 2000 and 2011 in Fayetteville, similar to State trends. The ratio of housing value to household income increased from 2.5 to 3.0 over the 11-year period, similar to State trends. In many similar housing markets, this ratio increased from 2.5 to 4.0 or more. While housing costs grew faster than income, they did so at a slower rate in Fayetteville than in many housing markets in the U.S.

Land Use

In recent years, the core area of downtown has reinforced its position as the heart of
the city. Hay Street and Person Street near the Market House have enjoyed consistent reinvestment over the past decade, nurturing a viable retail and housing district. Investment by the City in key projects, like 300 Hay and the parking deck, have stimulated a new type of downtown core, making it pleasing, safe and inviting. Building renovation, housing occupancy and retail tenancy are up, while the core has also been able to retain its historic character.

A large industrial area, served by a complex network of rail lines, dominates the southwestern quadrant of downtown.

A significant portion of the historic residential neighborhoods in downtown are now struggling with blight and vacant buildings. The urban area between Haymount and the Cape Fear river includes several neighborhoods of historical significance. With some exceptions, residential neighborhoods dominate land use between the river and Gillespie and from Grove Street to Eastern Boulevard. Residential communities along Cool Springs, Campbell Avenue and Old Wilmington road are dotted with historic structures in various states of repair, including some magnificent churches. Residential development is low, except in the area now being developed near the Walker-Spivey School as part of the HOPE VI project. In other areas, however, vacant dwellings and large lots result in wide dispersion of residents. The overall impact diminishes the liveliness of downtown.

Historically significant structures and sites are scattered across the 3,000-acre downtown. Cross Creek, the Campbelton site, and other landmarks unite Fayetteville in a common heritage and may be a foundation upon which to revitalize neighborhoods.

Haymount remains a successful neighborhood. It is situated on a hillside to the west, overlooking the downtown. It is separated from the Hay Street retail core by busy Robeson Street, but an increasing number of Haymount residents are beginning to value its potential for accessibility by foot.

**Institutions**

City and County offices and operations have a significant presence downtown. The County courthouse and jail, city hall and police department and the Convention and Visitors Bureau are prominent government facilities. Despite the large governmental presence downtown, there are no significant public green spaces associated with these facilities – no plazas or “quads” for people to relax or enjoy while in the course of their

*Figure 4.04 – Much of the downtown landscape is dominated by industrial uses that provide a wide range of services. Rail spurs serve the southwestern portion of downtown, consistent with its existing warehouse and manufacturing character. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)*
daily business. The development patterns of these facilities also is land consumptive, limiting the extent to which the retail core can be connected to several downtown neighborhoods.

Fayetteville State University is much closer to downtown than it feels. The development pattern and street design typical of Murchison Road provide a poor connection between FSU and the downtown core, contributing to this perception. Development patterns along the corridor are generally blighted, causing an unpleasant and unattractive pedestrian environment. Nearer downtown, the arrangement and site design of the Airborne & Special Operations Museum and North Carolina Veterans Park add little to the pedestrian experience. FSU students and programs have much to offer the rest of downtown, but the separation between FSU and downtown has been difficult to overcome. The City has prepared a Murchison Road corridor study and is looking to find ways to improve the Murchison driving, development, and pedestrian experience.

Environment

The Cape Fear River corridor has not developed as rapidly as many other river corridors in similar communities. Limited road crossings, potential flooding and poor soils have constrained residential and commercial development in favor of manufacturing and limited both visual and physical access to the river. Lack of suitable building sites, poor public right of way maintenance, and the perception of crime have further constrained development in the study area. The result is a dramatically under-utilized resource, though viewed by many as the critical piece of the puzzle to revitalize Fayetteville.

Old Campbellton can provide opportunities for both river access and redevelopment. The Cape Fear River south of Grove Street is adjacent to historic Campbellton, but the developed condition of that neighborhood is one of derelict structures, garbage accumulation, transient camps and light industrial activity. Much of the land is vacant, though there are several occupied residential structures located on the historic plat, providing some neighborhood context that may prove helpful in defining the character of redevelopment.

River access is provided by a boat ramp on the east side of the river downstream of the Person Street Bridge. A development integrated that boat ramp into a performance venue, restaurant and tackle shop, but the economy of 2008 caused it to lose its financing and fail.
Figure 4.06 – The church community in Fayetteville is a strong one, and downtown boasts dozens of houses of worship scattered across the planning area. Some congregations are small, serving their immediate neighborhoods. But others are regional magnets, drawing members to downtown Fayetteville from far away. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)
Transport

An aerial view of the city roadways reveals the framework of an urban grid pattern typical of a city with few topographic barriers. The grid pattern originates at the river and then turns slightly along the primary axis of Person Street, providing a potentially dramatic view of the Market House. The grid is relatively consistent, aligned with the major east-west arteries of Person, Grove and Russell streets, except where interrupted by the meanderings of the major creeks. Only Person Street and Russell Street break the downtown grid boundaries to extend east across the river and west to the suburbs. Robeson Street, Gillespie Street, Green Street, Old Wilmington Road and Eastern Avenue carry the primary north-south traffic, with Green Street intersecting with Person Street and Hay Street at the Market House.

Fayetteville was also an important terminus of the Fayetteville and Western Plank Road, linking Fayetteville to North Carolina’s Piedmont region in the 1850’s. The plank roads were paved alternatives to the dirt cart paths, linking Fayetteville to other North Carolina destinations for a toll. Though the plank road was relatively short lived, its existence helped solidify the position of Fayetteville as a center of trade.

Martin Luther King Jr. Freeway (US Highway 401) bounds the study area to the west, with interchanges at Robeson Street, Bragg Boulevard, Gillespie Street and Eastern Avenue, and is a convenient north-south bypass around the downtown. The most obvious circulation failures occur on the surface streets along MLK near its intersections with Bragg Boulevard and Murchison Road. This current state of improvements presents a poor entry gateway into the downtown, and it is the subject of a current redesign and reconstruction project. The new design is intended to ease connection between Fayetteville State University and downtown and to facilitate development along Murchison Road.

The Fayetteville Area System of Transit (FAST) operates bus service throughout the city, including routes within the study area. FAST is constructing a new transit center on Robeson just south and west of the Fayetteville police station, consolidating its local routes at that location.

Freight and passenger rail lines run throughout the planning area. Main passenger service links Fayetteville to major urban destinations north and south. Freight lines include main service corridors and local spur service into the central industrial district in Fayetteville. Many of the spurs are...
inactive and abandoned, but the rights of way still exist. The City is leading an effort to realign some of the local freight switching to eliminate congestion at rail crossings, all of which are at grade and hinder street circulation.

Buildings

The study area contains a large number of derelict structures and blighted residential, retail, and industrial properties. These conditions contribute to the general unsightliness of the inner city and are a deterrent to investment interest. The “demolition by neglect” ordinance in Fayetteville is helping to improve the conditions of established historic districts, but it must be strengthened to protect historic structures and properties. Other code programs to consider are renovation by neglect and maintenance by neglect ordinances, allowing the City to stabilize or maintain structures throughout the central business district through liens.
Introduction

This chapter integrates the existing guidance and policy environment of Fayetteville into an overall downtown strategic framework consistent with the “Dynamic Downtown” alternative developed in the storefront studio and vetted at the community workshop. It is intended to suggest ways in which Fayetteville can take advantage of the resources at its disposal. Where Chapter 6 presents specific actions, this chapter takes a step back, describing the critical relationships and motives underlying each strategy.

The context of downtown presents opportunities for reinvestment and vitality, provided investment is targeted strategically, and that the agencies, private developers and community are ready to act when the time is right. This plan identifies actions and initiatives that will be needed to get revitalization underway, achieving the type of diverse, active, prosperous and exciting downtown the community envisions. This section builds on the overall vision for downtown, including the component elements that tie this update back to the 2002 Renaissance Plan. Where appropriate, illustrations from the Renaissance Plan are carried forward, reinforcing the relevance of the 2002 vision where it still applies today.

The structure of this section may look familiar, too, since it mirrors the framework of recommendations presented in the 2002 plan. As such, all recommendations reflect their connection to the arts, gateways, the Cape Fear River/nature focus, neighborhood districts, and parks and recreation.
The Future of Downtown

Downtown Fayetteville is destined to once again be the thriving center of the Sandhills region, infusing its neighborhoods, retail districts and employment areas with new and continued investment, tightly knit communities, a wealth of civic activities, and a close association with the natural resources that make downtown a unique place.

The priority in this plan is to spawn a neighborhood-by-neighborhood transformation, creating attractive places within easy reach of the commercial core for housing to develop. An increased housing supply will help sustain an active central commercial district, creating resilient and long-term demand for the products and services offered in the district.

The directives of this plan are coordinated to stimulate the transformation of downtown by investing in “quality of life” factors that make downtown attractive. Safe, character-rich and close-knit neighborhoods have proven to weather well. Many neighborhoods in Fayetteville have a suitable structure, but they have suffered from prolonged vacancy, disappearance of local jobs, and poor maintenance. There is a subtle shift in strategy here, where the emphasis is on making downtown a more livable place. Where the first Renaissance Plan may have attempted to carry forward the Marvin plan goals for a “destination” downtown, this one strives for one more like a “hometown” downtown.

A strategy of this plan, therefore, targets public investment to reduce the exposure of the development community to risk – particularly in the realm of housing development. That exposure is not proposed to be reduced by direct subsidy. Rather, it is to be reduced by sustained and consistent public investment in projects and policies that support an attractive and safe living environment for downtown residents.

There are several key components in this strategy:

- **“Fayetteville Crescent”** – Emphasizing the essential connection between Fayetteville State University, the central core and the historic Campbelton settlement on the Cape Fear River. Participants in the final community workshop underscored this important relationship and commented on the significance of its scale and importance to the success of downtown. Linking the university, the central core and the river has the potential to unite downtown in a way that is unique to...
Fayetteville, stimulating reinvestment along some of the most important corridors in downtown, attracting new residents into the planning area and providing a multi-faceted range of opportunities for downtown residents, business owners and visitors. There may be future branding opportunities in marketing the “Fayetteville Crescent,” establishing an identity and an investment pattern that support high quality, high intensity and high value uses to this swath of downtown. Strengthening the integrity and appeal of this crescent is the highest priority of this plan.

- **Housing** – Providing for variety and intensity in housing development to sustain retail in the core, and institutional fabric / support for development of distinct and unique neighborhood identities for those residential districts within the planning area. Population in downtown has to increase if downtown is to succeed. This plan is based on a future downtown population of 10,000 residents, more than twice the number of those who live downtown now. More residents, in more varied housing types, will mean more people walking and riding bikes on the streets, more shoppers in downtown retail storefronts, more lively use of City parks and trails, rehabilitation and reuse of older, derelict buildings, increased levels of property maintenance and an increased property tax base. New residents are to be housed within the Fayetteville Crescent (in the downtown core, along Russell and Person streets and in Campbellton), in emerging neighborhood centers (the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood and the Orange Street School neighborhood) and in the incremental evolution of the industrial district in southwest downtown into a district of mixed lofts and industrial uses.
- **Safety** – Continuing City efforts to increase safety, perceptions of safety and safety in movement – whether by car, on foot, by bus or by bike. Generating new investment in downtown will rely on how safe downtown is perceived to be. Investors need to minimize risk, and a safe downtown environment will help assure them that their investments are sound and the environment is a stable one. Fayetteville has taken steps to increase safety downtown, and investment patterns reflect where the efforts of the City have made their greatest impact. As development is sought to extend along the Fayetteville Crescent and work its way into nearby neighborhoods, the City must lead with its efforts to ensure safety and demonstrate it.

- **Fayetteville State University** – Developing and enhancing relationships with this major downtown institution to enrich the economic, cultural and educational dimensions of downtown. Having a four-year university within walking distance of the city core is a tremendous asset. Participants in this process have identified multiple opportunities that this presents, ranging from cooperative parking downtown for university events to direct university involvement in downtown arts and culture programming. Fayetteville State University anchors the northern end of the Fayetteville Crescent, and its presence downtown shapes and influences the future downtown will experience. Enhancing the Murchison Road connections are a critical early step in this strategy, encouraging increased auto, pedestrian, bike and transit travel to and from the university. This plan seeks to intertwine Fayetteville State University with everyday events and programs downtown, actively

---

**Figure 5.04** – Projects also included possibilities associated with the central downtown core, such as revitalizing the Prince Charles, constructing an arts center and finding a permanent home for the farmers market. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)
contributing to downtown identity and enriching the overall downtown experience.

- **Open spaces** – Connecting natural resources in the planning area into an accessible recreational and ecological network for trails, storm water management and urban habitat. Community participants noted how important the streams, river and open spaces are to defining downtown Fayetteville and to creating an environment that is livable. The Linear Park system along Cross Creek has demonstrated to the community how effective a stream-side trail can be to enriching an urban landscape, and the community wants more. This strategy accommodates that by calling for more community spaces and, specifically, stream-side trails, in the hope that a more livable downtown will spur new investment and attract new residents.

These components permeate every element of the strategic framework.

The spatial element of the crescent, the social dimension of housing and safety, the cultural aspect of Fayetteville State University and the natural benefit of an interconnected system of open spaces inform and guide the strategic framework of this update.

**Culture & The Arts**

Stakeholders and workshop participants agree that downtown is the likely and preferred center for arts and culture in Fayetteville. The Fascinate-U Children’s Museum, the Airborne and Special Operations Museum, the Fayetteville Independent Light Infantry Museum, the Fayetteville area Transportation and Local History Museum, the Arts Council of Fayetteville/Cumberland County and other facilities have a natural place in downtown. The Renaissance Plan called for the downtown environment to become even more welcoming to these types of uses, offering a robust and diverse collection of active and tribute-oriented arts and culture facilities. This plan update
carries forward those recommendations, guiding downtown arts and culture expansion and enhancement in the years ahead.

This update continues recommendations in the 2002 plan for a central cultural arts facility to serve as a catalyst for economic and physical redevelopment of the downtown core. Fayetteville arts programs have a history of success and community support, and a central location in the urban core will influence future private sector investment. If located and designed appropriately, the facility will enhance pedestrian activity in the core, making streets more lively, supporting retail storefronts and creating an improved housing environment for downtown residents.

Gateways

The Renaissance plan emphasized the importance of gateways at two different scales. The first was intended to celebrate entries into downtown, arranged at key points along the planning area circumference. The second was intended to introduce travelers to individual, distinct neighborhoods, recognizing historic or cultural identities. While participants in this update process believe gateways are still important, there also seems to be support for reducing the overall number of gateway statements in favor of other methods of enhancing downtown and the identity of associated neighborhoods.

Some gateway recognition remains appropriate, particularly where construction of gateway monuments has begun and where traffic flowing into downtown is concentrated.

Cape Fear River

Few cities have as significant a resource as the Cape Fear River. It was a major component of the Renaissance Plan, and it remains one in this update. Consistent with their appreciation for the river, participants in this process also appreciate the value of other natural assets in the planning area, including Blounts Creek, Cross Creek, Cool Springs, and the slopes of Haymount. The 2002 Renaissance Plan encouraged the enhancement of these natural features, as did the “Marvin Plan” before it. Community recognition for the Cross Creek Trail and its potential to link to the Cape Fear River via the Cape Fear Botanical Garden underscore the importance of the natural landscape, both as an aesthetic element and as a recreational resource. Some also see the potential for economic development and for incorporating the creeks and open spaces in flood control strategy.

Recommendations in this update carry forward those from the Renaissance Plan in many ways, adding to them to reflect community progress over the past decade and on how these natural attributes may be put to best use.

Neighborhoods

The planning area for downtown encompasses more than 3,000 acres, made even larger as a result of this plan update process. The
The commercial core neighborhood, identified as the Municipal Services District, occupies only 65 acres, leaving more than 2,950 acres to be associated with other neighborhood identities.

The spatial strategy discussed in the storefront studio and underpinning all of the recommendations in this plan recognizes the different characteristics of the neighborhoods that lie within downtown. Some, like the Orange Street neighborhood or Walker-Spivey, are centered around a historic or active school. Others, like the proposed southwest loft district, suggest an area of transformation. What they have in common is a unifying identity that this plan can use to stimulate reinvestment and appreciation, honoring the diversity of the planning area and branding downtown Fayetteville as something much more than just an amazing historic district.

The 2002 Renaissance Plan set out a system of principles and guidelines to help shape downtown neighborhoods. Many of these promoted the concept of new, centralized open spaces to encourage and stimulate public gathering, a sense of commonality and make outdoor recreation more accessible. But this recommendation would also have required the acquisition and improvement of property for park purposes, fundamentally restructuring the residential neighborhoods peripheral to the core. While the concept reflects a time-honored tradition of the neighborhood park and public commons, it would present a major change to the fabric of downtown. The recommendations in this update refresh applicable Renaissance Plan recommendations and add new ones. The new recommendations offer another twist on defining and reinforcing neighborhood identity and vitality, based on the structures and relationships that exist in many cases, or suggesting new ones where transformation is likely:

- **Fayetteville State University** – Once Murchison Road and its connections to downtown are improved, the neighborhoods immediately adjacent to Fayetteville State University may see opportunities for reinvestment. Direct orientation to the university will be a fundamental design component, but the area may also transform to become more of a regional attraction. A “university district” style main street, opportunities for development of an athletics center or venue, or future university expansion may define Murchison Road as a place much different than it is today.

- **Orange Street** – Many of the homes around the Orange Street School are now vacant or in disrepair. The old school building is still in use, however, remaining a neighborhood institution though no longer as a school. It presents an opportunity to become a rallying point for neighborhood revitalization, and is only a ten-minute walk from the city center. Hillsboro Street provides a direct connection to the core, and its abundant right of way – complete with a set of tracks down the middle – presents opportunities for enhancement and character building. The neighborhood...
can thrive, provided reinvestment occurs strategically and takes advantage of the resources present.

- **Blount Street** – This plan update envisions a blended district here, with industry and artist lofts sharing the landscape. Many of the older industrial buildings and warehouses are obsolete and derelict, ready for new uses that do not demand state of the art loading docks, high interior ceilings, or precision climate control. These buildings give the district character, and they are located close enough to the core to be attractive as a base for a growing Fayetteville arts community. Rail spurs and main lines still traverse the district, so those industrial uses that are able to adapt to changing economic conditions may still remain. This mix will help make Blount Street unique among transitional artists communities, and it should ensure that artists and other live-work arrangements can remain, free of the fears of being priced out as their areas grow in value.

- **Cool Springs** – There have been a handful of development scenarios considered for the Cool Springs neighborhood. Located along Cross Creek in the heart of the historic Upland Settlement, a development project here can set the tone for what new residential living can be like in downtown Fayetteville. It must overcome the noise and bustle of Grove Street, and it would need to blend in with existing residential areas to the east, but it has the potential to provide new, close-in housing for a range of incomes. Its setting along the Cross Creek Trail will also enhance its development opportunity and character, allowing residents from this neighborhood to easily access everything the central core has to offer.

- **Campbelton** – Located along the Cape Fear River and still with streets aligned along the historic Campbelton plat, this neighborhood is bubbling with opportunity. It is the eastern end of the Fayetteville crescent, and it is only sparsely developed. It possesses immediate visual access to the Cape Fear River, and it is conveniently connected to the central core by Russell and Person streets. Whether this area redevelops along a theme of a riverfront colonial village or as something a little more conventional, it can set the tone for the eastern gateway of downtown and provide a catalyst for new residential living within a walk of the center.

### Institutions

The institutional context in downtown is diverse, and it serves a wide range of users from throughout the region. Churches, museums, civic buildings, schools, and Fayetteville State University constitute the built context. Parks, trails, steep slopes, the creeks, and the river constitute the open spaces and recreational context. Participants in this process repeatedly identified downtown
Fayetteville institutions as crucial to the success of the area as a center for commerce, activity and living.

The Renaissance Plan suggested essentially the same thing, making recommendations intended to strengthen community institutions, expand recreational opportunities and make even more visible the open spaces and parks that help tie a community together.

Much has been accomplished in the past decade, and this update builds upon the suggestions made in the 2002 plan, adding to the list of things to be done in the name of strengthening community institutions. Some examples:

- **Parks** – Creating new, large parks is no longer the priority. Instead, participants want to see parks – large and small – located strategically, acquired and developed opportunistically, and interconnected with a system of trails and attractive streets. Building on the example of the Linear Park, the downtown park system can take advantage of the creeks running through the planning area to provide a recreational open space network.

- **Fayetteville State University** – The university anchors the northern end of the Fayetteville Crescent, providing a top-notch, four-year higher learning experience for students from the region and beyond. The student body at FSU has the potential to enrich the downtown experience by becoming more involved in the downtown scene, participating in arts and culture activities and establishing long term commitments to the community. Part of the synergy this plan hopes for is the progression from Fayetteville State University student to Fayetteville community member, resident, job holder and business owner. Students graduating from Fayetteville State University may help drive the economy of Fayetteville, and reinforcing their association to the community during their college years can have multiple benefits.

---

**Connectedness**

The downtown Fayetteville planning area is vast, encompassing multiple individual neighborhoods within a mile radius of the Market House. The outer limits of downtown are theoretically walkable from the center, but the distance seems even greater because of the street pattern, absence of sidewalks, proliferation of abandoned structures, vegetation, and terrain. Neighborhoods are distinct, feeling separated from other areas within the downtown. For instance, Fayetteville State University is only a 10-minute walk from the Airborne and Special Operations Museum, but few take that walk. Similarly, the Cape Fear River is only a 10-minute walk from Fayetteville City Hall.

As noted in the original Renaissance Plan, the street network in downtown is actually laid out to effectively access all of the planning area. But the street environment in many places is
unpleasant, forcing pedestrians to share travel lanes with autos and trucks and providing inadequate lighting. Derelict buildings are common, so pedestrians also must cross a deserted and threatening-looking landscape, isolated from others and set apart from downtown activity centers. Though streets may be in the right place, their design, level of improvement and surrounding environment prevent their full use and value from being realized.

Some downtown streets belong to the City of Fayetteville, and others belong to the North Carolina Department of Transportation.

Some examples:

- **Blount Street is the only through east-west connection south of Russell Street, linking Robeson Street to Old Wilmington Road. While this plan envisions a revitalized industrial/live-work environment in this district, poor sidewalk conditions and general dereliction in the area hinders the type of connectedness this neighborhood will need.**

- **Old Wilmington Road suffers from much of the same neglect. Though the neighborhood around Walker-Spivey is developing, the pedestrian and bicycle journey from there to the central core is hazardous. New residents in the area are separated from the central core and other neighborhoods because of the condition of the streets in the area.**

- **Murchison Road links Fayetteville State University to the downtown core, but it caters only to vehicles. Pedestrians and cyclists are rare on this street. The development frontage varies between being uninteresting and threatening, and the high vehicular speeds make bicycling hazardous. It may be a straight, short shot from campus to downtown, but it is seldom used.**

**Industry**

It is important to have jobs downtown, and Fayetteville has an abundant industrial landscape that can accommodate it, provided the city continues to enjoy the transportation and infrastructure services to keep it vital and competitive. But the economies that generated the types of industrial, manufacturing and distribution uses in central Fayetteville have changed. Many buildings, once employing hundreds, have gone into disuse. Others have been re-purposed, modified, for instance, to house a skate park and a climbing gym. Industrial land is plentiful, and the opportunities to use it to generate employment downtown depends only on the initiative, creativity and entrepreneurship of the businesspeople willing to accept the challenge.

This plan envisions a subtle and important shift in some of the industrial lands downtown. The area near Robeson Street, already finding some adaptive uses going into disused structures, is sought to transform over time into artists’ lofts and live-work units. The transformation is not envisioned to be a complete one. Rather, it
Industrial areas along Ramsey Road will see an increase in reinvestment as the City implements its Ramsey Road corridor plan, improving the aesthetics and mobility on the roadway and making more attractive the disused industrial properties alongside it. It will adjoin the Orange Street neighborhood, however, and – unless the process is carefully managed – increased industrial activity may put at risk the reinvestment proposals in that residential district. If managed correctly, the proximity of industrial use to an enlivened neighborhood center can provide great benefit. Employees could walk or bike to work, be near educational facilities and still be within easy reach of the central core. A new wave of industrial and manufacturing uses along Ramsey could be an important key to employment development downtown...and to the complexity and success of a revitalizing Orange Street neighborhood.

Relationships

The City of Fayetteville has invested millions of dollars to stimulate private investment downtown. The strategy has worked, but now it is time to leverage public investment to greater advantage. The past ten years have required an increased level of public investment to generate development interest, ensure public safety and turn around the image of downtown Fayetteville. Over the next decade, every dollar of City money must result in eight to ten dollars of investment from other institutional or private sources. That rate will set downtown on a self-sustaining path, where private investment to make a profit responds to public investment to minimize developer risk.

This requires the effective identification, building and nurturing of partnerships and relationships. Here are a few examples:

- **Russell Street is a critical link between Campbellton and the central core, but it is in no condition now to attract the types of uses this plan envisions. Any work to redesign and improve**

Russell Street will require the active cooperation and participation of the North Carolina Department of Transportation. Partnerships with the State – and with any users of the rail line now in the middle of Russell – will be essential to developing mixed uses on Russell and to realizing the best possible outcome in a Campbellton redevelopment plan.

- **The Fayetteville Farmer’s Market is a popular downtown attraction, and participants in this update overwhelmingly supported its continued existence at a permanent location near the central core. But finding a site and developing it for the market requires capital investment and a reliable, unified market partner. While it might be relatively simple to acquire and develop a market site, resolving the complexities for a long-term partnership with the market operators is ultimately just as important.**
Assembling and developing the type of linked open spaces this plan envisions relies on opportunism. Properties that qualify for park or open space use may come available as development occurs or as roadways are built. The City of Fayetteville has to maintain its readiness to act on these opportunities, and it may even have to seek them out. Having an ongoing relationship with North Carolina Department of Transportation and others will help the City spot these opportunities and take advantage of them.

Policy

The adopted policy of Fayetteville reinforces the importance of downtown to the community and the greater region. There is little need to suggest amendments in the realm of policy, but it is important to ensure that City growth policies and zoning continue to support and accommodate population growth downtown. In addition, it may be necessary to revisit the boundaries of the current municipal services district (MSD) to ensure that the mechanisms are in place to facilitate the type of development and connectedness between the central core and nearby neighborhoods that this plan advocates.
Implementation

Introduction

This chapter forms the foundation for progress over the next ten years or more, specifying projects and actions – basically, a “to-do” list to keep the downtown area thriving. The project list in this plan is derived from many sources, including process participants, the 2002 Renaissance Plan and thematic concepts from earlier plans. In all cases, projects were vetted, refined and prioritized by the community, guiding development of the action and timeline list provided here.

This chapter lists projects and initiatives – describing individual projects, the type of work they involve and the downtown areas they target. Each of these may involve design, construction, the way the City does business, or all three. Each phasing step also includes a summary table, categorizing actions in each step based on their focus on the central core, neighborhoods, transport, institutions or policy and administration. This categorizing will help the City of Fayetteville identify partners in implementation.

Figure 6.01 – The Cape Fear River represents a treasure of opportunity. It is the birthplace of Fayetteville, a critical link in a regional trail system, and a source of inspiration for those who love nature and history. (Image source: Studio Cascade, Inc.)
Projects & Phasing

The projects listed here update the original Renaissance Plan and are designed to achieve the downtown vision as has been defined in this process. They are projects and actions that will implement the plan and continue to enhance the competitive position of downtown Fayetteville as a retail, civic, residential and event center for the Sandhills region. This project list also identifies which vision elements are addressed by each proposal, demonstrating that a single action can help achieve multiple objectives.

Recommendations in this update flow from the original Renaissance Plan (2002) and the Fayetteville Renaissance Plan Implementation Projects study (2004), as well as from more recent work the City of Fayetteville has commissioned since. Information from the Murchison Road Corridor Study and its subsequent studies and reports, as well as from the Ramsey Street corridor study, the Cape Fear River corridor study and individual design projects in the Renaissance Plan area have also contributed to these recommendations, advancing work already begun, repeating those items that continue to be on the to-do list and suggesting new items that modify previous recommendations based on current community priorities and needs.

Project or action items are presented as part of a four-step phasing plan, ordered according to community input on priorities, an assessment of the institutional capacity of the City, and the availability and willingness of necessary partners. Each phasing step takes into account the variety of dimensions that will advance the plan, identifying projects that are focused on the core, on neighborhoods, on the transportation system, on community institutions and on policy or administrative changes that need to be considered. Each step is anticipated to be completed within five years, and represents a measured set of actions grouped together to maximize effect, avoid dilution of efforts and obtain a “critical mass” to begin and sustain the type of transformation this plan foresees. If taken together, this list of projects would be overwhelming. The four-step phasing approach helps break it down into achievable, strategic components.

Though the phasing outline presented here is a reasoned one, it must also be understood as flexible, adapting to changes based on funding availability, public safety or other considerations. The four phasing steps anticipate that the City will need to stage its actions over time, with the most time-sensitive or critical actions included in Step One. But it still may be necessary to exercise flexibility on when projects are initiated. Rather than identifying specific times when certain project must be begun, this implementation chapter suggests “first tier,” “second tier” and “third tier” actions within each phasing step, allowing the City to vary start times based on available funding, available staff, willing partners or other factors.

This chapter also includes a critical path chart to indicate sequencing and interdependence between projects. For instance, it is important to develop a design for the Russell Street corridor plan (Project 7) before embarking on a mixed-use pilot project there (Project 21).

Four maps are included to show where individual projects and initiatives are proposed to occur in each step.
Step One

This step aims to do two things simultaneously: diversify activities in the downtown core and establish a critical mass for the revitalization of the Campbellon neighborhood. By taking this course, Step one builds on the success of downtown as a regional attraction and begins to inject housing supply in a neighborhood with uniquely attractive characteristics. Activities in the central core include the early work to begin realizing the arts center and to find a permanent home for the Fayetteville Farmer’s Market. A mile to the west, Campbellon has the ability to lure downtown housing pioneers, using the river and proximity to the historic core as primary assets. This step also sets in motion the policy adjustments to help the plan succeed and makes the third and final connection to the Cape Fear Botanical Garden on Cross Creek Trail. In summary, this step solidifies commitment to the eastern end of the Fayetteville Crescent - linking the central core to the Cape Fear River.

This phasing step also includes some suggested steps in the process to initiate and complete the identified actions. The experience of the City in implementing Step One projects and actions will almost certainly inform the steps the City will take when implementing projects and actions in later phases.

1. Prince Charles Hotel Project

A deal is in the works, and the Prince Charles Hotel may see new life. Its renovation may lay the groundwork for future reinvestment in properties right next to it, stimulating thought about the potential for a conference center, new offices, new housing or other. There is strong need, and plenty of opportunities. This project will boost the potential of the Prince Charles block. This first project, however, promises opportunity to create residential and office condominiums in the upper floors, with dining and retail on the ground level. It puts the historic structure back in use, creating an activity generator at the west end of Hay Street and saving a structure that has been suffering from years of neglect. The role of the City in this project is to ensure efficient processing of necessary development entitlements, as well as investigating and making available appropriate incentive programs to assist the developer with rehabilitation and occupancy. Tax increment financing, historic structure tax credits, the EB-5 program and new market tax credits may be applicable.

Steps in the process will likely include:

- **A development agreement** – to ensure City and developer identify and agree to commitments and responsibilities; potentially including expedited permit processing, property tax deferrals, historic building tax credits and subsidized utility development costs.
- **Entitlements** – to permit housing, retail and professional offices on the property, including residential and office condominium-style subdivision.
- **Project design** – to ready the project for construction, determining phasing and establishing marketing and administrative plans.
- **Project construction** – to renovate the building for occupancy.

**Timeline:** First Tier; entitlements processed within four months of application.

**Core Partnerships:** Developer, City of Fayetteville, Fayetteville Regional Chamber, Cumberland County, State of North Carolina.
Figure 6.02 – Numbered items correspond to projects listed within Step 1, indicating those projects that should be addressed within four years of the adoption of this plan. (Image source: Studio Cascade)
2. Visual and Performing Arts Center

The idea of a full-fledged downtown visual and performing arts center was a big part of the previous Renaissance Plan, but it has yet to be realized. There is much to recommend such a feature in downtown Fayetteville. If it is to become reality, it needs to remain a priority, helping activate community energies. A visual and performing arts center is a team project, requiring some degree of City of Fayetteville leadership and significant participation from the Arts Council of Fayetteville/Cumberland County and other community groups and individuals. The project would begin with a memorandum of understanding between responsible parties, conceptual design and programming, fund-raising, site selection, property acquisition and development.

Steps in the process will likely include:

- **Memorandum of understanding** - to ensure formation and sustained operation of arts center administrative entity and to identify and clarify roles of that entity, the City and other partners.
- **Feasibility study** - to test the general concept for financial viability, prepare development pro-forma and identify responsible implementation partners.
- **Fund-raising** - to establish capital construction resources and create an operations endowment, including sourcing and obtaining available grants.
- **Site selection** - to identify potential development properties, vet opportunities, commit to a single site and acquire/lease property for the visual and performing arts center.
- **Concept development/programming** - to characterize and the development of the project, readying it for entitlement and building permit approvals.
- **Entitlements** - to permit the visual and performing arts center and its proposed uses.
- **Project design** - to complete project design and ready the project for construction.
- **Project construction** - to build the visual and performing arts center and its appurtenant facilities.

**Timeline:** First Tier; memorandum of understanding executed within six months and feasibility study completed within a year.

**Core Partnerships:** The Arts Council of Fayetteville/Cumberland County, Visual Arts Alliance of Fayetteville, other art organizations and professionals throughout Fayetteville and Cumberland County.

3. Farmers Market

Though an institution in downtown Fayetteville, the farmers market needs a permanent home. From storefront studio participants, to meeting attendees, to survey participants, residents stressed this as an important element to keep in downtown. The Fayetteville Farmer’s Market Association consists of two user groups, and they must work together with the City of Fayetteville and Cumberland County to locate and run the permanent market. This project will need to begin with a memorandum of understanding between the parties involved to lay the groundwork for their collective effort and identify respective responsibilities. Then the project can move on into site selection, fund-raising, design, property acquisition and operations. The market may remain in its current location or it may move, but solidifying relationships and respective commitments is key to market survival and prosperity.

Steps in the process will likely include:
Memorandum of understanding – to ensure formation and sustained operation of The Fayetteville Farmer’s Market Association as an administrative entity, and to identify and clarify roles of that entity, the City and other partners.

Site selection – to identify potential development properties, vet opportunities, commit to a single site and acquire/lease property for the farmers market.

Fund-raising – to establish capital construction resources and create an operations endowment, including sourcing and obtaining available grants.

Concept development/programming – to characterize and initiate the development of the project and prepare it for entitlement and building permit approvals.

Entitlements – to permit the farmers market and its proposed uses.

Project design – to complete project design and ready the project for construction.

Project construction – to build the farmers market and its appurtenant facilities.

Timeline: First Tier; memorandum of understanding and site selection completed within six months.

Core Partnerships: Market vendor groups, City of Fayetteville, Cumberland County.

4. Cross Creek Trail (Linear Park), Final Segment

This trail connection finishes the alignment along Cross Creek, taking it all the way from the Airborne & Special Operations Museum to the Cape Fear River. Those portions of the Cross Creek Trail that are developed are well-used and highly appreciated by the Fayetteville community.

Steps in the process will likely include:

- Concept development – prepare and refine a trail alignment and development concept to join the current trail end to the Cape Fear Botanical Gardens and the planned trail alignment along the Cape Fear River.
- Property acquisition – to identify and purchase necessary property to complete the trail link, provide access as appropriate and incorporate desired trail amenities.
- Trail design – to complete engineering and landscape architectural design of the trail segment through the downtown planning area, preparing bid specifications and readying the project for construction.
- Project construction – to build the final trail segment.

Timeline: First Tier; final design produced within six months of plan adoption.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville Linear Park Corporation, Fayetteville-Cumberland Parks & Recreation, Cape Fear Botanical Gardens.
5. **Campbelton Master Plan**

This idea goes as far back as the origin of Fayetteville, but the time may soon be ripe for a river-side community, providing better access to the Cape Fear River for all of Fayetteville. This project will create a master plan for the Renaissance Plan, helping spur interest and potential for new development in the Campbelton area. The process would be led by the City of Fayetteville and involve concept development, land acquisition, land use, utilities and transportation planning and an early and active partnership with development interests to ensure that the concepts created are marketable and realistic. The community overwhelmingly supports expanding the activity of the downtown core into adjoining neighborhoods, and this project will provide the opportunity to do it, using an established and historic part of Fayetteville as its inspiration.

Steps in the process will likely include:

- **Concept development/programming** – to characterize the development of the project, test it with the larger community, invite potential partners into project discussions and ready it for entitlement and building permit approvals.
- **Land acquisition** – to purchase available land, abate nuisance properties, assemble parcels consistent with the development concept and ready the project for active City/developer participation.
- **Partner identification** – to solicit potential development partners and make preliminary commitments for involvement in the redevelopment of Campbelton.
- **Transportation plan** – to study the transportation system in Campbelton and ensure conceptual project designs allow for appropriate mobility and access; potentially incorporating a future trolley stop.
- **Utilities master plan** – to study the water, wastewater and storm drainage systems in Campbelton and ensure conceptual project designs allow for appropriate service at anticipated development intensities.
- **Land use plan** – to prepare a land use concept, including modifications to land use designations and zoning as appropriate to implement the overall development concept.
- **Development agreement** – to ensure the City and development partners identify and agree to commitments and responsibilities; potentially including expedited permit review, property tax deferrals, historic building tax credits and subsidized utility development costs.
- **Entitlements** – to permit the Campbelton master plan, subdivisions, phasing, and its proposed uses.
- **Utilities and street improvements** – to identify, design and construct necessary improvements to utility and street systems, including those streets owned by NCDOT.

**Timeline:** Second Tier; conceptual land use plan complete within two years.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, Campbelton property owners, developers, at-large community.
6. Cape Fear River Trail

The portion of the Cape Fear River within the City of Fayetteville potentially contains an important piece of the North Carolina statewide trail system. This project would put that trail link in place, enabling Fayetteville residents to enjoy a riverfront walk today and to participate in regional trail networks tomorrow.

Steps in the process will likely include:

- **Concept development** – prepare and refine a trail alignment and development concept to join the Cross Creek Trail (Linear Park) to the planned trail alignment along the Cape Fear River.
- **Property acquisition** – to identify and purchase necessary property to begin the trail along the river, provide access as appropriate to the proposed Campbelton project and incorporate desired trail amenities.
- **Trail design** – to complete engineering and landscape architectural design of the trail segment through the downtown planning area, preparing bid specifications and readying the project for construction of its early, northern phases.
- **Project construction** – to build the first trail segments, including appurtenant facilities and amenities.

**Timeline:** Second Tier; begin upon completion of Cape Fear River corridor study and after substantial completion of final Cross Creek design.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, NCDOT, Fayetteville/Cumberland Parks and Recreation.

7. Russell Street Design

Improving the appearance and pedestrian attractiveness of roadways can be a potent force in supporting residential and mixed-use development, and work to support these elements along Russell Street is already underway, with businesses from Robeson Street to around Ray Avenue enjoying new brick sidewalks. But since Russell Street is a major opportunity site, this project would envision and help create a wide range of corridor improvements – further spurring the revitalization of Russell Street.

Steps in the process will likely include:

- **Concept development** – to identify streetscape and adjoining land use configurations to encourage a desired corridor transformation, accommodating mixed uses and an increasingly friendly environment for residential conversion.
- **Land use plan** – to review and revise, as appropriate, land use designations and zoning along Russell Street to implement the overall concept and strategy.
- **Transportation plan** – to study the transportation system along Russell and ensure conceptual street designs allow for appropriate mobility and access.
- **Street design** – to identify and design necessary street improvements in conjunction with NCDOT.
- **Construction phasing** – to identify strategic phasing and determine schedules for the engineering design and construction of Russell Street.

**Timeline:** Third Tier; begin upon completion of Campbelton master plan.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.
8. **Hope VI Business Park**

This project relates directly to the other HOPE VI work the City of Fayetteville has been leading. Providing employment for HOPE VI residents and others in the planning area has always been a primary goal for this project. Conceptual development plans have been prepared, and the project is ready for implementation.

Steps in the process will likely include:

- **Partner identification** – to solicit, vet and commit development partners.
- **Engineering design** – to prepare engineering-level site designs and bid specifications (if necessary) readying the project for construction.
- **Site development** – to construct site utility systems and all other site features to ready the project for the end users.

**Timeline:** First Tier to begin immediately upon completion of development master plan.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, Fayetteville Regional Chamber.

---

9. **Growth Policy/Land Use Plan Update**

The Fayetteville Strategic Plan, comprehensive plan and 2002 Renaissance Plan call for increased emphasis on reinvesting in downtown. This project will ask the City to consider this in the larger, long-range planning context, ensuring that the overall growth policy of the City favors infrastructure investment in areas already within municipal boundaries, emphasizing its commitment to a diverse and prosperous city center.

Steps in the process will likely include:

- **Analysis** – to determine the most appropriate citywide strategies to encourage proposed intensity of residential development, conversion of industrial space and intensification of neighborhood centers as proposed in this downtown plan update.
- **Draft amendments** – to draft proposed policy amendments and land use designations as indicated in the analysis phase, including a public participation process as appropriate.
- **Adoption** – to run a public hearing process, including public hearings before the planning commission and City Council.

**Timeline:** First Tier; conceptual land use plan complete within one year.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, Downtown property owners and other groups with interest in citywide policy.

---

10. **Zoning Amendments**

This plan update calls for a tripling of the population in downtown, targeting a resident population of almost 15,000 within the planning area. This project would review and revise the City zoning ordinance and development standards to accommodate and appropriately manage the desired growth.

Steps in this process will likely include:
- **Analysis** – to determine the extent of necessary zoning and regulatory changes to permit and encourage the proposed intensity of residential development, conversion of industrial space and intensification of neighborhood centers as proposed in this downtown plan update.

- **Draft amendments** – to draft proposed zoning and regulatory changes as indicated in the analysis phase, addressing land use, development standards and potential incentives, including a public participation process as appropriate.

- **Adoption** – to run a public hearing process, including public hearings before the planning commission and City Council.

  **Timeline:** Second Tier, to begin immediately upon substantial completion of the growth policy and land use plan update.

  **Core Partnerships:** Fayetteville Planning Commission, Fayetteville Regional Chamber/ Economic Development Alliance.

---

### 11. Murchison Improvements

College campuses and downtowns can be great for each other, and work to enhance the physical and activity ties between downtown and Fayetteville State University has been in process for years. This project would focus work on improving the pedestrian experience along Murchison, helping boost student visitation to downtown – and boost resident visitation to FSU.

Steps in this process will likely include:

- **“Catalyst Site 1” development** – to identify potential development partners to acquire and assemble properties and develop them as identified in the Murchison corridor plan and subsequent related studies.

- **Streetscape improvements** – to define the proposed character for Murchison Road and invest in new sidewalks, furniture, lighting and other elements to create a more welcoming and effective pedestrian and bicycling link to the downtown core.

- **Expanded university presence** – to encourage continued Fayetteville State University expansion into the properties adjoining Murchison, closing the gap between school and downtown core.

  **Timeline:** First Tier.

  **Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, Fayetteville State University, NCDOT, Murchison Road property owners.

---

### 12. Rowan Street Bridge

This project is almost completely designed and ready for construction. When complete, it will restructure the way people enter downtown from the northwest. This intersection has a place in multiple downtown plans, and it is finally going to happen.

Steps in this process will likely include:

- **Construction design** – to provide fully engineered construction drawings and specifications and to continue investigations for enhanced non-motorized connections between the core of downtown and the residential neighborhoods north of Rowan Street.

- **Construction** – to build the bridge and its related improvements.

  **Timeline:** First Tier.

  **Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.
13. Old Wilmington Road Neighborhood

The City got the ball rolling – with help from HUD grants and willing community partners – to redevelop more than 50 acres in this neighborhood. Plans now are to develop a business park to provide local jobs, enhance Gillespie Street and add diversity to the neighborhood. This project will identify next steps, like improving connections to the downtown core and attracting a varied mix of new residents. And the role of the Fayetteville Metropolitan Housing Authority in the project will be complete at the end of 2013, leaving the balance of implementation responsibility to the City.

Steps in this process will likely include:

- **Housing Authority involvement** – to complete the construction of housing units in partnership with the Housing Authority, transferring development responsibility to the City.
- **Transit center redevelopment** – to identify an appropriate reuse strategy for the site used temporarily by Fayetteville Area System Transit, potentially as a mixed-use pilot project suitable to stimulate new development along Russell Street.

  **Timeline:** First Tier, Ongoing.
  **Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, Fayetteville Metropolitan Housing Authority, community housing organizations, property owners, developers.

14. Ray Avenue Extension

The City is extending Ray Avenue and improving it to link up with Russell Street, improving access to Russell from neighborhoods to the south.

**Timeline:** First Tier.
**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.

15. Gateway Monuments

The first Renaissance Plan called for gateway monuments as an important way to establish the identity of downtown and encourage reinvestment. But storefront studio participants tended to believe that money should be spent elsewhere first, even though building gateways is something the City can do on its own and relatively quickly.

Steps in this process will likely include:

- **Conceptual design** – to establish and adopt a gateway monument strategy, locating and designing primary and secondary monuments for entries into the downtown and its neighborhoods.
- **Construction design** – to provide fully engineered construction drawings and specifications, readying individual gateway monument projects for bid, award and construction.
- **Construction** – to build the gateway monuments, either individually, collectively or in groups.
Timeline: Third Tier; begin when funds are available to prepare a feasibility study and concept design.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.

16. Conference Center/Hotel Study

While the Prince Charles Hotel project may soon begin, it is not envisioned to be a hotel. The need for lodging downtown persists, and so does the need for a conference facility. This task calls for an updated conference center and hotel study to be conducted after construction begins on the Prince Charles and after the City and its partners make substantial progress on the Visual and Performing Arts Center. It is likely that the market for a conference center and downtown hotel will be influenced by these two other projects, and it is possible that a development site may become available that is connected to either or both of these two projects.

Steps in this process will likely include:

- **Partnership & scope assembly** - to identify local and regional partners who may help fund and otherwise support the feasibility study, using these relationships to develop and refine the scope of the study.
- **Budget allocation** - to make funds available for the City’s share of the project, drafting memoranda of understanding as appropriate to confirm partners in the task.
- **Request for Qualifications** - to solicit qualified consultants to prepare the feasibility study, written and distributed through the City of Fayetteville or a partner in the task.
- **Selection** - to choose a qualified consultant to perform the work, approve a contract and empanel client representatives to guide the process.
- **Study** - to run the study process, completing the actual report within six months of contract award.

Timeline: Second Tier; begin when funds are available to prepare a feasibility study and after work begins on the Prince Charles Hotel project and Visual and Performing Arts Center.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, Fayetteville Regional Chamber, Visitors and Convention Bureau, Prince Charles block property owners.

Table 6.01 – Step One Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Neighborhoods</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Institutions</th>
<th>Policy/Admin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prince Charles Hotel project</td>
<td>Campbellton master plan</td>
<td>Russell Street plan, design</td>
<td>Cross Creek Trail (Linear Park)</td>
<td>Zoning amendments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual &amp; Performing Arts Center</td>
<td>HOPE VI Business Park</td>
<td>Murchison Road improvements</td>
<td>Cape Fear River Trail</td>
<td>Growth policy/land use update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers market</td>
<td>Old Wilmington Road neighborhood</td>
<td>Rowan Street Bridge</td>
<td>Gateway monuments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Center/Hotel study</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ray Avenue extension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6•12 Chapter 6 - Implementation
Step Two

Step 2 builds on the foundations laid in the Renaissance Plan and solidifies the Fayetteville “crescent,” improving and strengthening connections to Fayetteville State University and continuing work to improve conditions along Russell Street. It carries on the momentum established in Campbelton, testing opportunities for mixed-use development along Russell as the primary connection between Campbelton and the historic core. It also takes a cue from the Step 1 work on the Cross Creek Trail, implementing a housing project in the Cool Springs neighborhood and calming traffic on Grove Street. Work continues on the HOPE VI project with the development of the HOPE VI business park and continued build out of the area around the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood.

17. Cool Springs Housing

The Cool Springs area is an amazing environment – and as close as it is to downtown, it has tremendous potential. This project would explore ways to spur compatible development in the Cool Springs area, making the district even more prominent and vital than it is today.

**Timeline:** First Tier; begin immediately upon development application for entitlements.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, developers, community housing organizations, NCDOT.

18. Grove Street Traffic Calming

Grove Street is a busy place, carrying thousands of daily trips on their way east and west through downtown. It bisects the downtown planning area, creating a barrier between areas south and areas north. Though there are signalized intersections where pedestrians may cross, they are widely spaced and do not necessarily coincide with the locations where pedestrians would prefer to cross. This project would retain the efficiency of the roadway in carrying traffic, but it would employ strategies to slow it and to improve pedestrian safety.

**Timeline:** Second Tier; begin immediately upon application for Cool Springs housing project, with calming designs approved and construction begun within one year of application submittal.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.
Figure 6.03 – Numbered items correspond to those projects listed within the Step 2 phase, indicating those that should be addressed between four and eight years from plan adoption. (Image source: Studio Cascade)
19. Blount Street Artists’ Lofts

Many sites in the Blount Street area seem ripe for new enterprises and energy. This project will establish policy directives and possible incentives helping re-purpose some area buildings into artist live/work lofts – bringing new life and economic activity to the entire downtown area.

**Timeline:** Second Tier; begin four years after plan adoption, soon after completion of zoning amendments and the visual and performing arts center.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, community housing organizations, property owners, Arts Council of Fayetteville/Cumberland County.

---

20. Parks, Trails, Open Space

The terrain and natural features of Fayetteville present many recreational opportunities. This project strives to expand and connect open space resources. The Cross Creek Trail is already showing benefit, but there is more work to be done – including tying it to the Cape Fear Botanical Gardens and the river shoreline. This project will concentrate on the northwestern portion of the planning area, tying into the Rowan Street bridge project and enhancing open space connections to Murchison Road and the base of Haymount.

**Timeline:** First Tier; begin immediately upon completion of the final leg of the Cross Creek Trail.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, property owners, developers.

---

21. Hope VI Business Park

This project continues the development work begun in Step 1, constructing buildings and selling property as appropriate for the development mission of the project.

**Timeline:** First Tier; begin immediately upon completion of the business park street and utility system improvements.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville.

---

22. Campbellton Development

This project begins to turn the master plan into reality, improving utility systems, streets and acquiring and subdividing land. Few units will be constructed during this phase, but the groundwork will be established to enable construction of retail space, public space and residential units as laid out in the master plan.
Timeline: Second Tier; begin immediately upon completion of the Campbelton master plan.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, property owners, developers.

23. Russell Street Improvements

Improving the appearance and pedestrian attractiveness of roadways can be a potent force in supporting residential and mixed-use development. Since Russell Street is a target for future housing, this project would envision and help create a wide range of corridor improvements – setting the stage for reinvestment along Russell Street.

Timeline: Second Tier; begin immediately upon completion and approval of street designs and land use plans.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.

24. Russell Street Mixed-Use Pilot Project

Russell was historically an important residential and business corridor, and it is time for it to become so again. This project will set policies in place to encourage and begin to develop a mixed-use “pilot project” – offering ground-floor shops and services with folks living above, spurring similar growth along the corridor and helping tie downtown to the river.

Timeline: Second Tier, to begin policy work upon completion of the land use plan update and begin project development upon completion of Russell Street designs.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, community housing organizations, property owners, developers.

25. MSD Expansion

Identifying and acting on partnership opportunities require the Municipal Services District (MSD) to have a broader resource base and an increased geographic spread. The downtown planning area is much larger than the existing MSD, and the improvements necessary to assure the success of the historic core will require coordination beyond the limits of the MSD. This project proposes expanding the MSD to reach into those neighborhoods that will be most closely connected to the core, facilitating the connections and relationships this plan requires.

Timeline: First Tier; begin within four years of plan adoption, readinessing discussion in advance of next five-year district renewal.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville.
### Table 6.02 – Step Two Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Neighborhoods</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Institutions</th>
<th>Policy/Admin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cool Springs housing</td>
<td>HOPE VI business park</td>
<td>Russell Street improvements</td>
<td>Parks, trails and open space</td>
<td>MSD expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blount Street Artists’ Lofts</td>
<td>Grove Street traffic calming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russell Street mixed-use pilot plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Old Wilmington Road neighborhood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Campbellton development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russell Street Mixed-Use Pilot Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Downtown Renaissance Plan Update: Fayetteville, North Carolina
**Step Three**

The increasing complexity of downtown becomes an asset as the Blount Street artists lofts blend with the industrial uses already present in the area. This places more emphasis on the need for general traffic calming, particularly in the southern portions of downtown, and increases local demand for an interconnected parks and trails system. Based on the successes at Campbellton and around the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood, investment begins in the Orange Street School neighborhood, increasing development density and creating a small neighborhood center there.

### 26. Cool Springs Housing

This project continues Cool Springs development initiated in Step 2, constructing housing units as outlined in the development master plan.

**Timeline:** First Tier, to begin immediately upon adoption of entitlements and subdivision and improvement of land.

**Core Partnerships:** Developers, property owners, City of Fayetteville.

### 27. General Traffic Calming

Connections throughout the downtown are important, and it is also important that these connections serve pedestrians, cyclists, autos, public transportation and trucks. The transportation system should be rethought to consider where and how calmed streets can be accommodated in the landscape. This project concentrates on making connections by extending and improving rights of way and on making streets safe for all travel modes.

**Timeline:** Second Tier, to begin upon completion of Grove Street traffic calming or in response to market-rate housing development in the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.

### 28. Blount Street Artists’ Lofts

This project continues the transformation of the southwestern industrial area begun in Step 2, mixing residential and artist shops within the industrial fabric of the area.

**Timeline:** First Tier; continuing from Step Two.
Figure 6.04 – Projects indicated here correspond with Step 3, showing those that should be addressed from year 8 through 12 after the adoption of this plan. (Image source: Studio Cascade)
29. Parks, Trails, Open Space

The terrain and natural features of Fayetteville present many recreational opportunities. This project strives to expand and connect open space resources. The Cross Creek Trail is already showing benefit, but there is more work to be done— including tying it to the Cape Fear Botanical Gardens and the river shoreline. This project will concentrate on the southern portion of the planning area, completing the Blounts Creek Trail and tying trail opportunities into the expanded street network constructed in the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood.

Timeline: First Tier; continuing from Step 2.
Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, property owners, developers.

30. Campbelton Development

This continues developing the master plan, constructing retail space, public space and residential units as laid out in the master plan.

Timeline: Second Tier, to begin immediately upon completion of Campbelton site development.
Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, property owners, developers.

31. Russell Street Mixed-Use Pilot Project

This project continues the build-out of the pilot project, with buildings occupied with a mix of retail and residential users.

Timeline: Third Tier, to begin immediately upon completion of site development.
Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, property owners, developers, community housing organizations.
32. Downtown Plan Update

The downtown plan will need updating to reflect the changes in market conditions and neighborhood reinvestment generated in Step 1 and Step 2. New housing units, new user patterns and new expectations of what downtown can be will drive the plan to refine its vision and suggest new projects and initiatives.

Timeline: Second Tier, to begin about eight years after adoption of plan update.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville.

33. Orange Street School Neighborhood

Increasing the population within walking distance to the center of downtown is a high priority in this plan, strengthening downtown retail and growing the community tax base where infrastructure already exists. The first Renaissance Plan called for reinvestment in neighborhoods, and this update identifies the area surrounding the historic Orange Street School as a candidate. It is near Fayetteville State University, is served by Hillsboro and Ramsey streets, and is an easy walk from Hay Street. The old Orange School provides a cultural touchstone, too, creating a core identity.

Timeline: Third Tier, to begin as resources become available to acquire property and prepare master plan.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, community housing organizations, Fayetteville State University, neighborhood property owners.

Table 6.03 – Step Three Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Neighborhoods</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Institutions</th>
<th>Policy/Admin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cool Springs housing</td>
<td>General traffic calming</td>
<td>Parks, trails and open space</td>
<td>Downtown plan update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blount Street artists lofts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbellton Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Street School neighborhood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Street Mixed-Use Pilot Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step Four

This phase in the downtown plan, 12 years distant, includes the beginnings of a trolley system to serve the Fayetteville crescent. It also includes activities to improve the Bragg Boulevard/Robeson Street corridor in the planning area. The improvement of Bragg Boulevard improvement may be accelerated, however, if the City is able to successfully implement its Bragg Boulevard corridor plan and if private investment along the corridor shares the costs of roadway improvement. Traffic circles along Ramsey and Gillespie would occur during this phase, too, celebrating the historic “town square” features that used to be located along this north-south axis.

34. General Traffic Calming

Connections throughout the downtown are important, and it is also important that these connections serve pedestrians, cyclists, autos, public transportation and trucks. The transportation system should be rethought to consider where and how calmed streets can be accommodated in the landscape. This project concentrates on making connections by extending and improving rights of way and on making streets safe for all travel modes.

**Timeline:** First Tier, to begin upon completion of Grove Street traffic calming or in response to market-rate housing development in the Old Wilmington Road neighborhood.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.

35. Blount Street Artists’ Lofts

This project continues the transformation of the southwestern industrial area begun in Step 2, mixing residential and artist shops within the industrial fabric of the area.

**Timeline:** First Tier; continuing from Step Three.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, community housing organizations, property owners, Arts Council of Fayetteville/Cumberland County.

36. Bragg/Robeson Improvements

Bragg Boulevard is included in the northwesterly portion of the study area, linking downtown to Fort Bragg via a busy commercial corridor. It is a major entry into the downtown from the west, and there is a contemporary development proposal to construct condominiums where Bragg Boulevard meets Rowan Street. This project would enhance the appearance of Bragg within the study area and make it a safer and more pleasant place for pedestrians. The street turns into Robeson Street south of Hay Street, and this part of the corridor can benefit from capturing and enhancing the character of the artists’ lofts emerging in that part of downtown.
Figure 6.05 – Step 4 projects are shown on this diagram, corresponding with those projects that should be completed by year 16 after the adoption of this plan. (Image source: Studio Cascade)
Timeline: Second Tier; begin conceptual design in response to artists’ lofts development.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.

37. Parks, Trails, Open Space

The terrain and natural features of Fayetteville present many recreational opportunities. This project strives to expand and connect open space resources. The Cross Creek Trail is already showing benefit, but there is more work to be done – including tying it to the Cape Fear Botanical Gardens and the river shoreline. This project will concentrate on the southern portion of the planning area, tying into the Blounts Creek Trail and establishing another link to the Cape Fear River. This new link will parallel the Aberdeen Rockfish Railroad right of way north of the Walker-Spivey School.

Timeline: First Tier, continuing from Step Three.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, property owners, developers.

38. Trolley Plan/Design

Linking a redeveloped Campbelton to the historic core is the primary reason for the inclusion of the trolley in this plan. Process participants conceded that this is probably a low priority item, destined for longer-term implementation when ridership would be higher – or if the project were subsidized by a Campbelton development proposal. Tracks exist in the Russell Street median, making a retrofit for trolley use easier.

Timeline: Third Tier, to begin when funds are available to prepare a feasibility study and concept design.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.

39. Gillespie/Ramsey Traffic Circles

Fayetteville once had a number of public squares, serving both civic and transportation functions. Unfortunately, most have since given way to roadway intersections. This project would set policies in place to recognize the historic significance of the squares, support re-establishment of some, even re-configuring others to become roundabouts – all in the context of an improved north-south corridor.

Timeline: third Tier, to begin when funds are available to prepare a feasibility study and concept design.

Core Partnerships: City of Fayetteville, NCDOT.
40. Orange Street School Neighborhood

This work continues that begun in Step 3, with a focus on building construction, improvement of public open spaces and enhancement of public transportation connections between this neighborhood and the central core and to Fayetteville State University.

**Timeline:** First Tier, continuing from Step Three.

**Core Partnerships:** City of Fayetteville, community housing organizations, Fayetteville State University, neighborhood property owners.

Table 6.1 – Step Four Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Neighborhoods</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Institutions</th>
<th>Policy/Admin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blount Street artists lofts</td>
<td>General traffic calming</td>
<td>Parks, trails and open space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orange Street School neighborhood</td>
<td>Bragg/Robeson improvements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trolley plan and design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gillespie and Ramsey traffic circles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Implementation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
<th>Step 3</th>
<th>Step 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10. Zoning Amendments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Murchison Improvements</td>
<td>13. Old Wilmington Road Neighborhood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Rowan St. Bridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Ray Avenue Extension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Gateway Monuments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.06 – This "critical path" diagram illustrates sequencing and relationships between recommended implementation projects. (Image source: Studio Cascade)